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MULTISHOT  REPEATERS  200 GRAM packing price MFG

AF One 16 shot 24/1 $79.50 BP
Alternating green wave tails up to red and blue stars with gold crackle flowers, green wave tails 

up to blue stars with white strobe.

After Midnight 19 shot 12/1 $55.00 MB NEW

Alternating shots of brocade palm with red strobe, brocade palm with green strobe, brocade 

palm with gold strobe, finale 3 shots of ruby red dahlia with silver strobe.

Air Defense 100 shot 12/1 $50.50 D

100 shots barrage of very noisy gold crackling comets with red and green tips.

America Invincible 16 shot 12/1 $83.75 BP
Silver titanium whistles rise very high into the sky, deep tone and long duration.

America The Beautiful Assortment 16 shot 6/4 $70.00 SE 

Spacious Skies 16 shot . ....B lue tails up to blue peony burst.                                                                                                      

Amber Waves 16 shot ….Golden tails up tp golden willow burst.                                       

Purple Mountains 16 shot ...Silver glitter tails up to purple stars & silver glitter.                                                                                                                                               

Fruited Plains 16 shot ... Alternating shots of red, green and blue tails up to red and white 

glitter, blue and white glitter, green and white glitter.

Archer 20 shot 12/1 $72.25 SE 

White strobe tail up to big willow with white strobe tips, Green tail up to big willow with green 

strobe tips, willow tails up to big willow with crackling tips, ending with a five shot finale of red 

tails up to big brocade crown with silver crackling flowers pistil.

Atom Smasher 8 shot  value priced item 12/1 $36.50 D

Alternating shots of silver spiraling tail comets burst into red peonies and crackle peonies.

Award of Excellence 19 shot 8/1 $58.00 SE 

Blue tails up to gold glitter palms with blue stars, Blue tails up to lime green with red strobe 

stars, Blue tails up to red wave palm with silver crackle flowers, ending with a three shot finale 

of blue tails up to giant golden twinkle palms.



Backyard Perfection 19 shot     24/1 $78.50 D
Red tails up to brocade crowns.

Bad 16 shot 12/1 $60.00 MB
Alternating shots of golden willow to blue, golden willow to green strobe, red and green dahlia 

with crackling.

Bad Boyz 16 shot 12/1 $59.50 MB NEW

Gold willow with blue, gold willow with crackles, gold wave with crackling rain, last row ending 

in a finale of silver palm with gold crackling rain.
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Bait A Hook 16 shot 12/1 $58.00 MB NEW

Effect by row, red with gold strobe stars, green with gold strobe stars, blue with gold strobe 

stars, endinig with a 4 shot quicken finaly if brocand crown with gold strobe stars.

Bella Bella Italia 16 shot 12/1 $62.50 M NEW

Effect by row, red with gold strobe stars, green with gold strobe stars, blue with gold strobe 

stars, endinig with a 4 shot quicken finaly if brocand crown with gold strobe stars.

Beyond It All 25 shot 12/1 $71.50 BP
Gold crackling mines up to blue & crackling breaks, w/  blue tails & quicken finale.

Big Dawg 25 shot 12/1 $63.50 MB
Rapid fire flights of 5 shots at once. Alternatibg shots of brocade crown to red, brocade crown 

to green, ending with a flight of brocade crown to crackling.

Bling 20 shot 12/1 $58.00 MB
Alternating shots of big silver palms with green, silver palms with red, silver palm with blue, 

ending with a quicken finale of silver palms with crackle.

Bling Bling 36 shot 12/1 $69.00 BP NEW

Fast alternating shots of silver fish with blue stars, silver whistles with crackers, then bursts of 

red stars with green strobes, red stars with white strobes, red wave palm with crackle flowers, 

green wave palm with crackle flowers, silver crackling flower palms, ending with willow to silver 

crackle flowers.

Blow The Whistle 12 shot 12/1 $54.50 WD
Three stage silver whistles with crackling between stages.



Blue & White! 25 shot 6/1 $43.00 MB
Bright blue peonies w/ silver swimming fish, both effects in one break.

Brain Sneeze 19 shot 8/1 $48.50 MB NEW

Beautiful bursts of willow to red, willow to gold strobe, willow to silver crackle flowers, brocade 

palms with gold strobe, silver palms with silver crackle flowers, ending with quicken finale of 

silver palms with silver crackle flowers.

Break Out 7 shot value priced item 24/1 $67.50 D
Red tais rising up to assorted effects of crackle peony with silver palm pistil. Gold strobe, silver 

time rain and silver crackle flowers.

Brocade Boss 12 shot 12/1 $63.00 BP
Alternating shots of gold glittering tails to silver crackle flower palm trees with red and white 

dahlia, lat row quicken finale.
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Busted 6 shot 24/1 $66.50 MB NEW

Neon rainbow dahlia breaks with white strobe.

Can't Touch This 12 shot 18/1 $54.00 MB 
Red tails up to red strobing bursts, silver tails up to white strobe bursts, last 2 shots blue tails to 

blue and crackling breaks.

Captain America 30 shots Daytime Use 6/1 $94.50 BP
A cool daytime item.  Parachutes carring American flags with vivid color  Purple, Yellow, Green 

and Blue smokes. 

Catapult  16 shot 24/1 $68.50 D
Silver glittering tails to gold, red, silver and green palm tree bursts.

Cobra Strike / Mighty Rattler 19 shot 24/1 $50.50 GP
Golden crackling comets. 

                                                                                                                          

Colorful Spring Garden 15 shot     8/1 $43.25 F
Red strobe, white strobe, willow to blue, & green  strobe breaks.

Color Pearl Flowers 96 shot highest quality 40/1 $42.00 D
Red & green pearls barrage,  last shot gold glittering mine w/ firecracker reports.



Comet Blast 7 shot value priced item 48/1 $44.50 D

Multicolor peony, green tail to silver swirl comet, red tail to white strobe peony, repeat.

Comet Crash / Deep Impact 25 shot 12/1 $77.50 BP
Gold brocade tail up to multi color bursts, ending with a quicken finale of the same.

Cowgirl Up 16 shot 8/1 $58.00 MB NEW

Color tails up to giant brocade crown, red and blue with white strobe, red and yellow dahlia with 

brocade,  ending with a quicken finale of red wave to silver crackle.

Danger Days 12 shot 12/1 $63.00 M NEW

Alternating shots of red tail to white strobe with red wave palm pistil, green wave palm with 

gold strobe pistil, red tail to silver palm with crackle pistil, ending with a 3 shot finale of each 

effect.

Deadly Forces 25 shot 12/1 $76.25 BP

Crackling tails up to spinning gold whirlwinds with multi color star breaks and quicken finale.
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Death Valley 18 shot 8/1 $58.00 SE

Red tails up to silver palm with bright red strobe stars, triple shot of silver crackling tails up to 

silver crackling flowers, green tails up to silver palms with green strobe stars, triple shot of  

silver crackling tails up to silver crackling flowers, ending with a  triple shot of big red 

crossettes.

Decorated Hero 16 shot 12/1 $62.75 MB

Red tail up to pink with silver strobe, red tail up to pink with green strobe.

Delusional 16 shot   12/1 $58.00 MB

Alternating shots of red dahlia with white strobe, green dahlia with gold strobe, purple dahlia 

with green strobe, red dahlia with time rain. Ending with a 4 shot finale of all effects.

Desert Oasis 16 shot     12/1 $57.50 D
Alternating pink, yellow, blue and green tails up to alternating bursts of brocade palms with pink 

glitter, white glitter and crackling tips.



Diamond Back 16 shot     24/1 $68.50 D
White strobe, green strobe, red strobe and blue with time rain peonies.

Diamond Cutter 16 shot 24/1 $63.00 MB
Red tails up to gold willow w/ silver strobe bursts, green tail up to gold willow w/ green strobe 

bursts, silver tails to gold willow w/ blue stars bursts, red tails up to gold willow w/ crackling 

bursts.

Down N' Dirty 19 shot 18/1 $58.50 MB
Red tails up to red stars w/ white strobe bursts, green tails up to purple stars w/ green strobe 

bursts, silver tails up to blue stars w/ silver strobe bursts. 

Drinker of the Wind 25 shot 12/1 $73.00 BP
5 shots at a time of whistling & silver fish, silver tail to multicolor breaks, green tails to spinners 

with whistles & reports, silver tails up to blue stars & crackling.

Evil Enemy 36 shot 12/1 $70.50 BP
Red, green and blue tails up to silver spinning whirlwinds, red palm with white strobe, green 

palm with white strobe.

Exoskeleton 12 shot 8/1 $51.00 D
Alternating red tails up to silver palm and red strobe stars, blue tails up to silver palm and silver 

crackle stars, ending with a multiple shot finale of the same.

Fat Tuesday 9 shot 12/1 $58.50 WD
Purple & green mine to red, green, gold strobes and time rain.
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Fish In The Sky 10 shot 12/1 $59.50 M NEW

Blue tails up to bursts of blue stars and floating silver jelly fish.

Fright Night 16 shot 12/1 $56.50 MB

Alternating shots of red palm with crackling rain, green palm with crackling rain, yellow palm 

with crackling rain, purple palm with crackling rain.  Ending with a 4 shot finale of all effects.

Gold Dream 19 shot 12/1 $74.00 SE

Giant golden palm trees with gold tails, ends with a three shot golden palm tree finale.



Grand Canyon 16 shot 24/1 $79.50 BP
Silver tail up to multicolor & crackling breaks.

Happy 36 shot  Highest Quality 24/1 $42.00 MB 

Best quality of an old favorite, red & green , gold burst w/ firecracker reports.    

Hissy Fit 25 shot 12/1 $67.75 GP
Alternating shots of red and green tip crackle tail comets, ending with a 5 shot finale of the 

same.

Hit Man 25 shot 12/1 $49.00 GS

Red tail to red peony, green tail to green peony, red & green tail to multicolor peony.

Hoopla 12 shot 6/1 $76.00 BP
Alternating shots of silver palm tree with blue stars, silver palm tree with green glitter stars, last 

row silver palm tree with crackling pistil.

Howling Tiger 25 shot 12/1 $64.00 MB NEW

Whistling tails to red, green blue and crackling bursts.

Instant Replay 12 shot 12/1 $69.00 BP
Crackling  tails up to red palms with silver crackle  flowers, crackling tails up to green palms 

with silver crackling flowers.

Kaboom 12 shot 12/1 $55.00 WD
Crackling  tails up to red palms with silver crackle  flowers, crackling tails up to green palms 

with silver crackling flowers.

Killer Alligator 25 shot 8/1 $71.50 BP

Silver swirling comets make a wild growling sounds then burst into multi color stars.

Kokanee 19 shot 12/1 $48.50 MB 
An assortment of color change peonies.
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Let's Roll 12 shot 18/1 $49.00 M NEW

Silver spinning comets up to loud breaks of silver crackling flowers.

Liberty 13 shot 10/1 $59.50 D

13 shots of rich brocade crown bursts.



Lost In Space 8 shot 18/1 $71.00 W
Triple layer effect,bottom layer - crackling mine,middle layer - alternating red and green 

mines,top layer - a hard break of crackling peony.

Mach Twelve 12 shot  18/1 $48.50 D

3 stage silver whistle, silver tail up to silver fish, multicolor peony, repeat, last shot silver glitter 

tail to crackle peony.

Magic Carpet 25 shot 12/1 $73.50 BP

Silver tails up to blue,  red and green peonies with quicken finale of the same.

Magic Kingdom 25 shot 16/1 $70.00 MB
Red, green and yellow tails up to alternating bursts of blue with red strobe, green and white 

strobe, blue and green strobe, blue and white strobe.

Matrix Pyro 16 shot 350gm  12/1 $81.50 BP 

Red, green and blue tails up to golden willows with blue, red and green color tips.

Mechanical Shark 16 shot 8/1 $58.00 W 

Blue changing to red peonies with crackling rain.

Midnight Run 16 shot 16/1 $79.25 M NEW

Red tail comets up to silver whirlwinds to loud breaks of white strobe stars with purple, green 

tail comets up to silver whirlwinds to loud breaks of gold crackle stars with green, red tail 

comets up to silver whirlwinds to loud breaks of white strobe stars with red and green, ending 

with a quicken finale of blue tails up to silver whirlwinds to loud breaks of silver crackling.

Mighty Mini 7 shot  value priced item 108/1 $94.50 D
Alternating shots of white strobe tails up to white strobe, white strobe tails up to crackling time 

rain.

Minefield 12 shot 8/1 $53.00 WD
White glitter mine to peach & green strobe, green with time rain, gold strobe.

Monkey Wrench 16 shot / Bump Bear 24/1 $68.50 MO NEW

Silver glittering tails to gold, red, silver and green palm tree bursts.

Mystical Space 10 shot 9/1 $54.50 SE
Alternating red tails to red glitter palm, green tails to green glitter palm, gold tails to gold 

glittering palm, ending with a 3 shot finale.
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New Epoch 15 shot 6/1 $39.75 SE
Silver wave with red glittering, purple wave with green glittering, whistle tail to brocade crown, 

time rian with chry silver crackling comet tail to silver palm tree.

Neon Green 12 shot 12/1 $74.00 M NEW

Alternating shots of blue tails up to brocade crown with neon green stars, blue tails up to neon 

green dahlia with red strobe stars,ending with a 3 shot finale of each effect.

Night Terrors 16 shot 12/1 $60.50 MB
Alternating shots of blue with silver palm pistil, green strobe with silver palm pistil.  Ending with 

a 4 shot finale of all the effects.

Obsession 16 shot 8/1 $68.00 MB NEW

Gold willow with blue, red and blue peony with white strobe, yellow dahlia to super crackle, 

ending with a 3 shot finale of brocade crown to super crackle.

Orange Sky 10 shot 30/1 $55.00 D
Orange tails up to nice bursts of orange and green peonies.

Parachute Batalion by Day 7 shot 12/1 $52.50 D
70 colorful parachutes large and small rain down from the sky. Day use, no pyro on the 

parachutes.

Parachute w/ Color Smoke 19 shot 8/1 $61.50 MB 

A day time item with parachutes that open with many different colors of smoke.

                                                                                                                      

Peep's Pick 35 shot 12/1 $69.00 BP NEW

Blue tails to brocade crown, gold glitter comets, rapid fire blue tails to blue to white strobe 

bursts, crackling wave comets, crackling tail comets to silver crackle flowers burst.

Pink Parade 7 shot 24/1 $46.50 D  NEW

Really pink tails up to pink peony bursts.

Piranha Panic 19 shot 12/1 $82.50 D  
Assorted bursts of blue, yellow and red swimming fish, ending with a 3 shot finale, a real 

feeding frenzy.

Pistol Whip 10 shot 10/1 $63.50 MB



Alternating shots of red crossetts with white strobe stars, green crossettes with white strobe 

stars, purple crossettes with time rain.  Ending with a 4 shot finale of all of the effects.

Princess Parachutes 9 shot 350 gram Daytime Item 4/1 $55.00 D  NEW

Large pink parachutes rain down with large trails of bright pink smoke.
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Psycho Fury 400 shot 8/1 $87.50 MB

A long lasting cake that will fill the sky with red, green, blue and golden crackling comets.

Quack Attack 12 shot 12/1 $64.00 MB NEW

Alternating shots of aqua red & silver chrysanthemum, purple & lemon with gold crackling.

Rainbow Night 25 shot 12/1 $76.50 BP
Silver whirling tails to multi color breaks with quicken finale of the same.

Reaper Drone / Killer Cake  19 shot 8/1 $53.25 MO NEW

Silver glittering tails up to gold strobe peony with big brocade palm center, green strobe peony 

with big brocade palm center, white strobe peony with big brocade palm center, repeat.

Red Carpet 16 shot 8/1 $55.00 SE
Red strobe with titanium crackle flowers to bursts of red strobe with titanium crackle flowers, 

ending with a 5 shot finale.

Robot Age 16 shot 12/1 $71.00 M NEW

Color tails up to alternating yellow wave palms with blue stars, red and green dahlia with white 

strobes,.

Roll The Dice 8 shot 24/1 $58.50 WD
Silver tail to red palm with white glitter, purple palm green with strobe.

Rowdy Rampage 16 shot 24/1 $68.50 D
Alternating shots of red strobe with crackle, green strobe with crackle, white strobe with 

crackle.

R.P.G. 6 shot  value priced item 24/1 $48.00 D
Red tails to red wave palms with white strobe, red tail to green wave palm, red tails to silver 

crackle flowers.



Ruby Sky 20 shot   8/1 $61.00 D
Bright red magnesium comets with long silver tails.

Saturn Missiles 16 shot Jumbo Size 30/1 $40.50 D
Jumbo size whistling missiles up to reports. Saturn Missiles on steroids!

Saturn Missiles 25 shot 30/4 $48.50 D
Whistling missiles up to reports. 

Saturn Missiles 100 shot  value item 30/1 $49.00 D
Whistling missiles up to reports. 
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Saturn Missiles 100 shot premium 30/1 $56.50 MB
Whistling missiles up to reports. 

Saturn Missiles Crackling 100 shot 30/1 $59.00 MB
Whistling missiles w/ crackling tail up to reports.

Saturn Missiles with Color Tails  200 shot 18/1 $63.00 D
Loud shrill whistles with red, green and yellow tips shoot into the sky.

Saturn Missiles 300 shot / Killer Skeeters 12/1 $59.50 D
3 different  effects whistling tails, titanium whistling tails, crackling whistling tails all up to 

reports, with finale flights.

Shining Armor 25 shot 12/1 $59.00 SE
Silver spiral tails up to blue burst, silver spiral tails up to red and green burst, silver spiral tails 

up to purple burst, silver spiral tails up to yellow burst, last row quicken finale of silver spiral 

tails up to red glitter burst,

Shockwave 36 shot 350gm 12/1 $84.50 BP
Gold crackling, green glitter, whistling tails to crackling flowers, blue tails to gold crackling stars 

and willows, white glitter and palms.

Size Matters Not 16 shot 12/1 $62.50 MB NEW

Blue mines to blue tails up to alternating shots of blue peony with red wave palm, blue peony 

with green wave palm, blue peony with yellow wave palm, ending with a quicken finale of 4 

shots.



Sky Diamond 13 shot 10/1 $59.50 D
13 shots of beautiful eeping willows with white glittering tips.

Sky Splash 12 shot 12/1 $54.00 WD
Alternating shots of silver crown to red, silver crown to green, time rain chrys.

Smoke Dragon 16 shot 12/1 $68.00 W
Daytime item, alternating shots of purple, blue, green and yellow smoke tails that burst into 

loud crackling, last row of 4 quicken finale. 

Snake Tails 19 shot 8/1 $58.00 MB
Bright silver whirling comet tails burst into alternating effects of orange, lemon and willow with 

red & blue stars.

Space Walking 16 shot 12/1 $65.50 M NEW

Color tails up to gold palm with white strobes, red wave palm and white strobes, yellow wave 

palm with purple, red wave palm and blue stars, ending with a 4 shot quicken finale of each 

effect.
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Star Festival 25 shot 12/1 $64.00 MB

Blue tails up to green and yellow stars with crackle, blue tails to bright blue stars and loud 

reports, violet and crackling.  Ending with a double quicken finale of 5 shots per row.

Strong Man 16 shot 12/1 $60.50 W

Large multicolor palm tree with silver strobe, large multicolor palm trees with silver time rain.

Super Stallion 16 shot 24/1 $79.50 BP
Blue, green & red tails to blue, green & red breaks w/ crackling. 

Sweeet! / Strong Man  16 shot 12/1 $58.00 MO NEW

Large multicolor palm tree with silver strobe, large multicolor palm trees with silver time rain.

Sword 8 shot value priced item 12/1 $39.50 D

Alternating shots of red tails to blue peonie, purple peony, red to white strobe, gold crackling.

Terrible Night 7 shot value priced item 48/1 $44.50 D
Rising green crackling comets.



The Game 9 shot 8/1 $47.75 SE

Brocade crown tail to brocade crown burstswith red, green, and blue glittering.

Three Blind Dice 16 shot 3/3 $71.50 D
Cool Eleven: Silver tails up to silver palms with crackling, silver tails up to silver palms with 

green stars, rapid fire of gold palms with blue fish, quick finale of silver crackling 

chrysanthemum.

Snake Eyes: Red tails up to red palm with white strobes, green tails up to green palms with 

white strobes, rapid fire of white strobe mines, quick finale of red palms with white strobes.

Hot Seven:  Crackling tails up to brocade palms and blue stars, crackling tails up to red stars 

and silvercrackle flowers, rapid fire of crackling mines, quick finale of brocade palms.

Titanium Beast 25 shot 12/1 $67.50 W
Red, Blue and green tails up to bursts of red, blue and green peonies.

Tropical Storm 9 shot  Miami Nights 18/1 $48.50 WD
Red, green, purple palms with crackle chrys.

Tsunami Warning 16 shot  16/1 $65.50 M NEW

Alternating shots of brocade crown with red stars, brocade crown with green stars, brocade 

crown with blue stars, brocade crown with purple stars,  ending with a 4 shot finale of each 

effect.

USA Day 25 shot 12/1 $68.00 BP
Red, white, blue and crackling mines, last row quicken finale.
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Warning Radar 25 shot 12/1 $66.50 SE

Red tails up to red strobe bursts, green tail up to green strobe burst, silver whistles, blue tails 

up to blue stars with white strobe, ending with a 5 shot finale of red tails up to brocade crown.

Welder 8 shot  24/1 $84.50 BP

Silver tails to yellow palms w/ green glitter, silver tails to titanium crackle flowers.

Whirl Wind of the Caribbean 19 shot 18/1 $68.50 BP

Red and green tails change to silver whirlwinds that end with red, green and white strobe stars.

Whistling Floral (killer alligator) 25 shot  8/1 $53.50 MB
Whistling spinning tails up to big hard breaks of multicolor  peonies.



Wild Bear 16 shot 12/1 $84.00 BP
Noisy growling spinners into the sky, unusual sounds.

200 GRAM  FAN & ANGLE CAKES 

Wild West 25 shot 12/1 $76.00 BP
Red and white tails up to red and white burst, blue tails up to blue breaks, green tails up to 

multicolor spinners with reports, crackling tails to crackling breaks, 5 shots at a time in rapid 

fire. 

Achtung! 18 shot 12/1 $51.50 GP
Blue and glittering, green crossettes with white strobe, Fan shot of gold peonies with white 

glitter, silver whirlwinds and flying fish, quick finale of red and blue bursts.

Bikini 36 shot Z shape 12/1 $69.00 SE

Alternating shots of green strobe mine and silver taill comet with red head, white strobe mine 

with silver tail comet with green head, red mine with silver tail comet, rapid fire of crackling 

mines with silver tail comets with red head, rapid fire of crackling mines with silver tail comets 

with green head, ending with a fanned shot of crackling mines with silver comets.

Clam Digger 21 shot Fan 8/1 $68.50 SE

Fanned shots of red strobe mines with silver whirling tourbillions, green strobe mines with 

overhead shell bursts of brocade crown and green strobes, silver crackle flower mines with 

overhead bursts of purple stars and silver crackle flowers, silver tailed whistles, brocade and 

blue mines with overhead bursts of brocade and blue stars. 

Combat Hero / Criss Cross 20 shot Fan 8/1 $62.00 SE

4 shot fan of red crossettes, 4 shot fan of green crossettes, 4 shot fan of purple crossettes, 4 

shot fan of silver crackling crossettes, ending with a 4 shot fan of titanium crackling burst.
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Fish Bowl Commotion 64 shot Fan 8/1 $74.50 BP
Red, green and blue tails to multi color flying fish with whistles, spinners, reports and more 

flying fish.

Haz Mat 17 shot I,W 8/1 $65.00 SE

4 shots I shape of brocade crown, 3 shot W shape of Blue stars and red strobe, 4 shots of I 

shape green stars with white strobe, 3 shot W shape of red and green wave chrysanthemum 

with crackling, ending with a 3 shot W shape fan of brocade palms with crackling stars.



Lazer Twist 20 shot Fan 12/1 $75.50 BP
Yellow tails to red stars and white strobe breaks, yellow tails to green strobe breaks, yellow 

tails to gold glitter breaks, yellow tails to white strobe breaks, yellow tails to red and crackling 

breaks, 3 shot fan of yellow tails to crackling, 3 shot fan of yellow tails to dragon eggs, 3 shot 

fan of yellow tails to titanium crackle flowers.

Mega Mini 96 shot Z & Fan shape 12/1 $79.50 D

Z red wave comets w/ white strobe mines, green wave comets w/ white strobe mines, crackle 

wave comets w/ white strobe mines, repeat, Fan shots of 2 rows at once red and green wave 

comets w/ silver time rain mines, red and crackle wave comets w/ silver time rain mines, green 

and crackle wave comets w/ silver time rain mines, Fan single rows of red wave comets w/ 

silver time rain mines, green wave comets w/ silver time rain mines, crackle wave comets w/ 

silver time rain mines.

Mobile Menace 35 shot I,V 12/1 $71.50 BP

Alternating I shots of red strobe bursts, white strobe bursts, V shots of silver spiraling tail 

whistles, I shots of spinning shots of silver tailed whirl winds, V shots of gold crackle tailed 

comets, ending with a I shot of time rain bursts.

Night Flight 15 shot W 4/1 $59.50 BP NEW

W shot of bright lemon comets to red wave palms, green wave palms, yellow wave palms blue 

wave palms, ending with W shot of bright lemon comets to blue wave palms with silver 

crackling flowers.  

Night Vision 105 shot Z  shape    12/1 $102.50 BP
Red, green, blue, white, yellow & purple comets ending in reports.

Packing Heat 13 shot V, W 12/1 $59.50 WD
V shot of red tails to white strobe bursts, W shot of silver crackling tails to silver crackling 

palms, V shot of orange tails to blue and white twinkling bursts, last two rows W shots of silver 

crackling tails to silver crackling palms.

Pyroclastic 24 shot Fan 12/1 $72.50 BP
Green wave tail to green and crackling breaks, red tails to red wave breaks, blue tails to blue 

breaks, green wave tails to red strobe and white strobe breaks, crackling tails to crackling 

breaks.
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Pyrotechnic Princess 21 shot Fan 8/1 $74.50 BP



Double break of red peony and green strobe peony, fan shot of blue stars with silver flying fish 

and green strobe bouquet with red falling leaves, double break of red peony and gold strobe 

peony, double break of  red peony and time rain, fan shot of blue stars and silver flying fish with 

green falling leaves, double break of red and green strobe with crackling.

Silver Screen 35 shot V 12/1 $71.50 BP
Crackling tails, V silver comet tails, silver glitter and crackling stars, V crackling comet tails, last 

row quicked crackling stars.

The Red, White & Blue Salute 24 shot Fan 12/1 $78.00 BP
Alternating shots of red, white and blue tails up to red, white and blue breaks, 3 shots at a time 

in fan shape.

Top Secret 25 shot Z 12/1 $65.00 M NEW

Z shots of blue mines with gold comets up to blue and silver crackle flowers, purple mines with 

gold comets up to purple and silver crackle flowers, red mines with gold comets up to red and 

silver crackle flowers, white strobe mines with gold comets up to red peonies, ending with a 

fanned shot of crackle mines with gold comets up to silver crackle flowers. 

  500 GRAM  LARGE  MULTISHOT  REPEATERS

19th Hole 19 shot 4/1 $65.00 M NEW

Alternating 3 shots bright white and blue comets burst into gold glitter palms with blue stars, 3 

shots red and blue comets burst into gold glitter palms with blue stars, ending with a 4 shot 

finale of blue domets to big white strobe peonies.

Ace In The Hole 16 shot 4/1 $69.00 M NEW

Alternating super hard bursts of red peony with white strobe, purple peony with white strobe, 

blue with white strobe peony, ending with a 3 shot finaly of each color.

Alley Rally 12 shot 4/1 $67.50 MB NEW

Gold glitter palm with red strobe and blue, titanium gold willow with gold strobe and blue, gold 

glitter palm with gold strobe and blue, titanium gold willow with red dahlia and blue.

Basic Instinct 16 shot 4/1 $70.00 MB

Blue peony w/ white strobe & gold glitter palm pistil, white & purple strobe w/ gold glitter palm 

pistil, aqua w/ green strobe & gold glitter palm pistil, red & white strobe w/ gold glitter palm 

pistil, silver& gold & red strobe titanium crackle flowers. 
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Betrayed By All 33 shot 3/1 $72.50 MB

Purple to silver peony, silver palm with crackling, crackling willow with green tips, blue with 

silver crackling rain, crackling with green flying fish,ending with a quicken finale of silver palms 

with red glittering.

Bitchin'  20 shot   value priced item 4/1 $39.00 D

Red tails up to red strobe with silver palm pistil, white tails up to white strobe with silver palm 

pistil, blue tails up to blue peony with silver palm pistil, green tails up to green strobe with silver 

palm pistil, crackle tails up to crackling peony with silver palm pistil.

Black Magic 16 shot 4/1 $43.00 WD

Alternating shots of silver tail red with green strobes, yellow with time rain.

Blue Thriller 16 shot 4/1 $72.00 MB
Red and aqua dahlia, gold palm with aqua stars, peach and aqua dahlia, lemon and aqua 

dahlia.

Blue Angels 9 shot 4/1 $63.50 VFH

Big bursts of blue and red peony, blue and yellow peony,  purple and blue peony, last row 3 

shot quicken finale of each effect.

Blue Steel 25 shot 4/1 $73.50 VFH

Alternating shots of blue mines up to willow to red, blue mines up to brocade crown, last row 

quicken finale of blue mines up to willow to crackling.

Boom Box 30 shot 4/1 $76.00 D

Rapid fire of brocade to blue mines to brocade crown and white strobe bursts, Rapid fire of 

brocade to blue mines to red wave palms and white strobes, Rapid fire of brocade to blue 

mines to silver palms and white strobes, Rapid fire of brocade to blue mines to brocade palms 

and blue stars,crackling mines to red crackling wave palms and white strobes.

Braggin' Rights 9 shot                                                                                                                    4/1 $71.50 D
Gold wave to red chrysanthemum, gold wave to green chrysanthemum, gold wave to yellow 

chrysanthemum, last row gold wave to red with silver crackling pistil, gold wave to green with 

silver crackling pistil, gold wave to yellow with silver crackling pistil.  



Bring It On 14 shot 4/1 $55.50 MB NEW

Hard bursts of red and blue peonies to white strobe, 3 shot burst of blue and green wave to 

silver crackle flowers, red blue and silver chrysanthemum to white strobe, ending with a 3 shot 

finale of red and blue wave to silver crackle flowers.
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Brothers Original 19 shot 2/1 $56.00 BP NEW

Alternating silver crackling tail up to orange peony with crackling pistil, silver crackling tail up to 

green peony with crackling pistil,  silver crackling tail up to blue peony with crackling pistil, then 

huge alternating red wave chrysanthemums and green wave chrysanthemums.

Cat Fight 16 shot                                                                                                                    4/1 $72.00 GP NEW

Giant alternating shots of blood red peony with white strobes and willow palm pistil, lemon and 

white strobe peony with red wave palm pistil, blue and white strobe peony with brocade palm 

pistil, lemon wave with silver crackling flower pistil,  ending with a 4 shot finale of red and 

lemon wave with silver crackling flower pistil.

Catching Fire 12 shot                                                                                                                    4/1 $65.00 M NEW

Giant alternating shots of red and blue mines up to red wave chyrsanthemum with blue stars, 

white strobe mines to white strobe peony with willow palm pistil, ending with a 3 shot finale of 

deep blue mines to red and blue dahlia with white strobes.

Cock N' Fire 16 shot 4/1 $72.00 MB

Super hard big breaking alternating shots of brocade wave to red, brocade wave to green, 

brocade wave to purple, ending with a 4 shot finale of a mix of all effects.

Cold Fusion 16 shot 4/1 $72.00 MB

4 shots of blue mines to gold coconut, silver strobe to gold glitter palm core, gold strobe w/ 

blue, green strobe w/ gold glitter palm, 4 shots of crackling mines to silver strobe w/ blue stars 

& red glitter palm core, green strobe w/ crackling purple palm core, red strobe w/ silver palm 

core, purple strobe w/ green wave palm core, 4 shots of blue mines to gold willow w/ lemon &  

white strobe, aqua w/ gold strobe, purple w/ crackles, orange w/ crackles, 4 shot finale of  

bright multicolor peonies.

Color Pack Assorted 16 shot                                                                                                                    4/1 $72.00 GP NEW

Agent Orange:  Orange tails up to huge breaks of orange and white strobes, ending with a 4 

shot finale of orange with loud crackling.



Green Goblin:  Green tails up to huge breaks of orange and white strobes, ending with a 4 

shot finale of green with loud crackling.

Purple Passion:  Purple tails up to huge breaks of orange and white strobes, ending with a 4 

shot finale of purple with loud crackling.

Red Dawn:  Red tails up to huge breaks of orange and white strobes, ending with a 4 shot 

finale of red with loud crackling.

Cowboy 12 shot 4/1 $70.00 MB

Giant breaks of gold weeping willow & brocade crown alternating.

Cyber Snarl 29 shot 4/1 $59.75 MB
Sea blue with gold strobe, green with silver crackling flowers, red with silver strobe lemon with 

crackling flowers, brocade with sea blue, orange and silver crackling flowers, golden willow 

with gold strobe.
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Deep Impact 9 shot 4/1 $49.00 MB

Huge breaks of sky blue peonies with silver strobe, purple and green peonies with silver 

strobe, red and lemon peonies with silver strobe.

Devils Revenge 9 shot 4/1 $49.00 MB
Huge breaks of red with silver crackling rain, green with silver crackling rain, blue with silver 

crackling rain.

Dragons Fury 12 shot 4/1 $67.00 GP

Colorful strobe peonies with palm pistil, ending with a quicken finale of color tip willows. 

East To West 24 shot 3/1 $67.50 BP 

Brocade crown, brocade w/ crackling stars, finale of golden brocade & brocade with crackling.

End of The World 16 shots 4/1 $71.50 MB
Red peonies with white strobe, purple and green with gold palm tree, brocade with silver 

strobe, red and lemon with silver crackling flowers.

Essence of Peony 25 shot 4/1 $58.50 SE

Red tails up to bursts of red, blue and white strobe peonies.  Ending with a 5 shot finale.

Feeding Frenzy 36 shot 4/1 $74.50 MB



Red, green and yellow swimming stars, red tail up to red, blue and crackling, red, green and 

yellow swimming stars,

Feud 12 shot 4/1 $70.00 BP
Giant hard breaks of golden willow and brocade crowns. Ending with a 4 shot quicken finale of 

silver crackle flower chrysanthemums.

Fire Fly 16 shot 2/1 $57.75 WD
Silver tail to red ring w/green strobe pistil,glitter willow to red,blue to white strobe, ti willow to 

blue,silver crackle chrys.

Fishtail 33 shot 3/1 $62.00 WD
Brocade, green strobe with crackling balls, assorted color fish with assorted color & crackle. 

End with red palm tree.

Full Contact 7 shot 4/1 $52.00 D NEW

Alternating super hard breaks of red tail to white strobe with willow to aqua tips, aqua tails to 

red stars with willow to multi colors, blue tail to silver crackle flowers with willow to multi color. 
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Future War 36 shot 4/1 $69.00 L
Beautiful brocade comet with long hang time and arch.

Galaxy of Terror 16 shot 4/1 $56.00 MB
Peach tails up to peach color peonies, lemon tails to lemon peonies, orange tails to orange 

peonies, grass green tails to grass green peonies.

Game Play 16 shot 4/1 $70.50 BP 
Big bursts of brocade waves with blue stars, brocade waves with yellow stars, brocade waves 

with red stars, 

Get Your Motor Runnin 16 shot 4/1 $71.50 W NEW

Brocade palms with red and blue dahlia, brocade palms with purple and green dahlia,  brocade 

palms with red and yellow dahlia,  brocade palms with blue and yellow dahlia, ending with a 4 

shot quick finale 1 of each effect.

Golden Coconut Tree 25 shot 4/1 $58.00 SE
Golden coconut palms burst open with  crackling.  Ending with a 5 shot finale.



Golden Volcano 25 shot 4/1 $73.50 VFH

Alternating shots of loud crackle mines up to brocade crown, crackle mines and blue tails up to 

willow to white strobe tips, last row quicken finale of crackle mines up to time rain willow.

Happy, Happy, Happy 9 shot 6/1 $74.00 MB NEW

Alternating shots of silver crackle flower mine up to red dahlia with silver crackle flower, silver 

crackle flower mine up to lemon dahlia with silver crackle flower, silver crackle flower mine up 

to purple dahlia with silver crackle flower, silver crackle flower mine up to blue dahlia with silver 

crackle flower, ending with a 3 shot finale of silver crackle flower mine up to red purple and 

green dahlia with silver crackle flower.

Hero's Assorted 16 shot 3/1 $50.50 D

Honor -  Alternating shots of red & blue with white strobe peony, yellow peony, red & white 

strobe peony, yellow & white strobe peony, ending with a 4 shot finale of red, green and silver 

wave palms with silver time rain.

Loyality - Alternating shots of red wave palm with white strobe, brocade crown to silver 

crackle flower, purple wave palm with white strobe, time rain willow.  Ending with a 4 shot 

finale of time rain willows.

Strength -   Alternating shots of red wave with silver crackle flowers, purple & yellow wave 

with silver crackle flowers, blue peony with silver crackle flowers, gold wave to silver crackle 

flowers. Ending with a 4 shot finale of gold wave to silver crackle flowers.

Heat Wave 12 shot   value priced item 4/1 $57.00 BP

Alternating shots of brocade crown with green glitter silver wave with blue stars, crackle flower 

peonies. Quick finale of one each effect. 
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High Falutin' 49 shot 4/1 $61.50 BP
Alternating red wave tails up to red wave bursts, green wave tails up to green wave bursts, 

blue wave tails up to blue wave bursts,  white flashing wave tails up to white strobe bursts, 

yellow wave tails up to brocade crown bursts, red wave tails up to silver time rain bursts, rapid 

fire sizzling gold comets, ending with a furious bombardment of spiraling crackle tail comets up 

to silver crackle flowers.

Hit The Road Jack 49 shot 4/1 $61.50 BP
Rapid fire red wave tails up to gold wave bursts, silver wave tails up to silver wave bursts, blue 

tails up to blue peonies, green wave tails up to red and blue peonies with white strobe, yellow 

wave tails up to brocade crowns, red tails up to silver time rain, ending with whistling tails up to 

silver crackle flowers.



Home Coming 22 shot 4/1 $68.50 BP 
Brocade mines with brocade crown, brocade to red with brocade to red crown, W shot of 

whistling tails to red, white strobe and blue bursts, red, blue and green multi color peony, red 

wave scramble comets with white strobe pistil, titanium crackling flowers, ending with a W shot 

of red, blue and green multi color peonies.

Iron Hero 12 shot 2/1 $66.25 SE

3 shots willow to green glitter to red glitter, 3 shots willow to white glitter and red glitter, 3 shots 

willow to crackling with white glitter pistil, 3 shots brocade crown with crackle pistle.

Imperial Garden 16 shot 4/1 $70.00  MB

Blue peony w/ gold strobe, purple peony w/ green strobe, aqua w/ lemon strobe, purple w/ 

white strobe, blue w/ silver strobe,  orange w/ white strobe, 4 shot finale of silver crackling 

flowers.

Ion Storm 25 shot replacement for 50mm Lesson 3/1 $35.00 D
25 shots - Hard breaking variegated shells to several crackling grass shells, a unique crackle 

effect.  This series repeats itself and ends in a finale of sky filling crackle.

                                                                                                           

Ionic Storm 30 shot  4/1 $72.50  MB
Blue mines to gold glittering palms, gold tail to crackling palms, blue mines to silver glittering 

palms, red tails to crackling palms, crackling tails to purple waves, 5 shot finale of blue mines 

to willow w/ crackling tips.

Just Bad! 16 shot 4/1 $72.00  MB
Big brocade crown to blue, brocade crown to red, brocade crown to green, 4 shot finale of 

silver crackling flowers.

Just Sick 16 shot 4/1 $71.50  MB

Rapid fire by rows of red stars with white strobe, purple stars with green strobe. Last row 

quicken finale of red, green and crackle mines to big silver crackle flowers bursts.
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Key Largo 16 shot 4/1 $68.00  MB

Red and green wave palm,  silver strobe peony with red wave palm core, gold and green wave 

palm, last 4 shots rapid fire of  green strobe peony with red wave palm core.

Knuckle Sandwich 20 shot   value priced item 4/1 $47.00 D



Red tails up to multicolor peony, flight oc crackle bursts, flight of multicolor and crackling. 

Quicken finale of glitter wave to silver crackle flowers.

Last Stand 16 shot 4/1 $49.00 MB NEW

Double breaks of red peony, white peony, blue peony, ending with a quicken finale of all.

Lucky One 9 shot 4/1 $74.00 M NEW

Alternating shots of huge aqua mines to peach aqua and lemon peony, lemon mines to sea 

green and peach peony, ending with a 3 shot finale of all effects.

Machete 9 shot 4/1 $49.50 D NEW

Blue tails up to huge bursts of red wave palm with white strobe, red tail up to green wave palm 

with silver crackle flowers, green tail up to red to blue peony with silver crackle flowers and 

willow palm pistil.

M'erican Muscle 50 shot 4/1 $71.00 BP NEW

Over one minute of patriotic loud silver tailed twirling whistles, each ending with a hard break of 

red strobe, white strobe and blue stars,  Last row silver whistle tails to hard burst crackle stars.

Melt Down 23 shot 4/1 $59.00 D 
Repeated rapid fire silver swimming fish mines with red glittering willow bursts, ending with a 

quick finale of white strobe willows.

Migrane 15 shot 4/1 $55.50 MB NEW

Rapid fire by row of golden brocade  to neon red mines up to silver brocade with red strobe and 

multi color peony with white strobe, golden brocade  to neon green mines up to silver brocade 

with green, golden brocade  to neon blue mines up to silver brocade with blue and multicolor 

peony with red strobe, ending with a 3 shot finale of crackle mines up to silver crackle flowers.

Mission To Mars 30 shot 3/1 $55.50 GP
Glittering golden brocade tails up to glittering golden brocade bursts, flight of 5 shots of 

glittering golden brocade tails up to weeping willow bursts with falling red leaves, flight of 5 

shots of glittering golden brocade tails up to glittering golden brocade bursts with red falling 

strobes, ending with a flight of 5 shots of blue mines with brocade bursts to silver crackling 

flowers.
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Molten Lava 26 shot 4/1 $69.00 SE
Silver spiriling tail comets up to purple and green peonies, silver spiriling tail comets up to blue 

and white strobe peonies, red strobe mines with over head bursts of golden palms and blue 

stars, white strobe mines with over head bursts of red and green glitter tail palms, flight of silver 

tail whistles, ending with a blue and silver fish mine with over head bursts of blue and crackle 

flower peonies.

Monster / Mammoth  Brocade 10 shot 4/1 $74.00 D 
Hard breaking giant brocade crowns with red pistils.

Monster / Mammoth  Crackle 10 shot 4/1 $74.00 D 
Hard breaking giant silver crackling chrysanthems.

Monster / Mammoth  Strobe 10 shot 4/1 $74.50 D 
Hard breaking giant bright white strobe peonies.

Monster / Mammoth  Red Strobe 10 shot 4/1 $74.50 D NEW

Hard breaking giant bright red strobe peonies.

Monster / Mammoth  Red, White & Blue 10 shot 4/1 $74.00 D 
Hard breaking giant red peony, white peony and blue peonies.

Monster / Mammoth  Sun Ring 10 shot 4/1 $77.00 D 
Giant hard breaks of inner red ring with outside brocade crown rings that arch over and change 

to bright red tips.

Moonshine 12 shot  value priced item 4/1 $57.00 BP
Brocade crown with red stars, silver glittering willow, silver crackle palms, repeat. Quick finale 

of one of each effect.

Ninja’s of the Night 100 shot 4/1 $91.50 BP
Red wave and green wave swimming comets.

O.B.M. 16 shot 4/1 $71.50 MB NEW

Alternating hugh bursts of brocade crown and silver crackle flowers, ending with a 4 shot finale 

of each effect.

Original Gangster 25 shot 2/1 $45.00 GS
Red tail to crackle flower with green stars and silver time rain, red tail to red dahlia with green 

stars, blue tail to gold rain palm, green tail to golden wave with silver crackling flower,  green 

tail to brocade with blue stars with silver time rain.

Out Cold 30 shot 3/1 $53.50 D 



Rapid fire flights of five shots of big golden palms with white strobes.
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Out Of The Park 20 shot 4/1 $73.00 BP

Bursts of purple stars with green strobe, red and blue stars with white strobe, red wave with 

time rain, green wave with time rain.  Last row quicken finale of each effects.

Painted Sunset 16 shot 4/1 $72.00  MB
Multicolor stars with silver palm pistil, weeping willow to titanium crackle flower.  Ending with a 

4 shot finale of the same.                                                                                                                          

Parrot's Prattle 36 shot 4/1 $75.00 BP
Loud growling whistle tails up to alternating red wave palm with white strobe, green wave palm 

with white strobe, with increasing pace at the finale.

Patriotic Dominance 10 shot 4/1 $73.50 D 
Silver whistling tail to red peony with crackling pistil, silver whistling tail to blue peony with 

crackling pistil, crackling tail to white strobe peony, last row 3 shot finale of crackling tails to 

gold wave with crackling to titanium silver crackling flowers.

Pay Up Sucka! 25 shot 4/1 $75.50 VMM

Alternating shots of huge bursts of brocade crown with white strobe,  brocade crown with silver 

crackle,  brocade crown with red strobe,  brocade crown with green strobe, last row quicken 

finale of each effect.

Peak Performance 12 shot  value priced item 4/1 $57.00 BP

Alternating shots of green and purple peonies, silver glittering with blue stars, brocade crown 

and silver crackle flowers, repeat. Quick finale of one each effect.

Pick Me! 16 shot  4/1 $68.00 MB NEW

Alternating shots of ruby red dahlia with white strobes, ruby red dahlia with blue stars, ruby red 

dahlia with silver crackle flowers, ending with a 4 shot finale of ruby red dahlia with silver 

crackle flower.

Pro Series #3 9 shot 4/1 $55.00 WP
Heavy loaded big break display cake: Alternating shots of green blue and white strobe mines 

up to iron red dahlia and green with white strobe pistil, peach blue and white strobe mine up to 

iron red dahlia and sky blue with silver crackle flowers pistil.



Pro Series #4 9 shot 4/1 $55.00 WP
Heavy loaded big break display cake: Alternating shots of iron red break with white strobe 

mines up to iron red dahlia w/ sky blue and silver crackle flowers,sky blue with lemon and silver 

crackle flowers, purple with green and silver crackle flowers.

Pro Series #5 9 shot 4/1 $55.00 WP

Heavy loaded big break display cake, red strobe with blue mine up to brocade crown with red 

strobe pistil, red strobe with blue mine up to brocade crown with white strobe pistil,  red strobe 

with blue mine up to brocade crown with green strobe pistil, repeat.
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Pro Series #6 9 shot 4/1 $55.00 WP

Heavy loaded big break display cake: Alternating shots of brocade crown to red with white 

strobe pistil, brocade crown to green with red strobe pistil,  brocade crown to sky blue with 

green strobe pistil, last 3 shots finale of special white glitter brocade crown.

Purple Melody 16 shot 4/1 $60.00 MB

Red tails to silver swimming comets and purple stars, green tails to purple wave with green 

strobe stars, blue tails to purple peony with silver palm pistil. Lat row quicken finale of purple 

tails to purple and silver time rain.

Purple Passion 19 shot 6/1 $69.00 MB NEW

Brocade palms with purple dahila, purple to green peonies, brocade crown to crackle, ending 

with a 3 shot finale of crackle palms.

Pyronation 17 shot 4/1 $68.50 BP NEW

Red and yellow wave comets to brocade crown bursts, red peony with crackling, blue peony 

with crackling, ending with a finale shot of big brocade crowns with crackling.

Pyro Pandemonium 16 shot 4/1 $68.50  MB

Red dahlia with gold crackling, lemon dahlia with crackling, aqua dahlia with crackling, purple 

dahlia with crackling alternating breaks.  Ending with a 4 shot finale of mix of each effect.

 

Rabble Rouser 25 shots 3/1 $70.50 BP
Flight of 3 stage titanium tail whistles with crackle, double shots of silver tails to red dahlia with 

green strobe pistils, silver tails to green dahlia with red strobe pistils, flight of 5 shots red 

glittering spiders, red wave palm with time rain pistil, green wave palm with time rain pistil, 

yellow wave palm with time rain pistil, purple wave palm with time rain pistil, lat row 3 shot 

quicken finale of big brocade crown.



Rare Orchid 16 shot 4/1 $71.00  MB
Green dahlia and purple strobe, purple strobe with brocade palm core, lemon dahlia and purple 

strobe, aqua dahlia and purple strobe, last 4 shots quicken finale of purple strobe with silver 

crackling palm core.

Razzmatazz 30 shots 4/1 $71.50 BP

Rapid fire of 6 shots red dahlia with white strobe, purple dahlia with green strobe, brocade palm 

with blue stars, red and green crackling wave palms, ending with a 6 shot finale of red, green 

and purple crackle wave palms and huge covering of delay silver crackle flowers.

                                        

Ring Thing 12 shot  4/1 $68.00 D 

Alternating red, green and blue ring shell patterns in the sky, a 3 shot finale at the end.
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Rock N' Soul 16 shot 4/1 $71.50 M NEW

Color tails up to alternating big bursts of willow with white strobe pistil, good wave to gold 

strobe with crackle pistil, willow with blue stars, gold wave to silver glitter willow with crackling 

pistil, 

Rock The Casbah! 42 shot 4/1 $69.00 L
Loud silver tail 2 stage whistles that end in red glitter, white glitter, blue stars and delayed 

crackle.   Shoots each row of 6 by flight, 7 times.  

Rock Loves 12 shot 6/1 $58.50 WD

Silver tail to peach green strobe,gold & green strobe,brocade crown.

Rules of the Game 30 shot   4/1 $80.00 W
A double layer of bright brocade mines blasting into the sky with  a large beautiful brocade 

crown bursting overhead.

                                                                               

Saturn Missiles 750 shot   2/1 $71.00  MB

Whistling and silver crackling tails up to reports.  Very intense.

Saturn Missiles 750 shot Color 2/1 $72.00  MB
Red, yellow and green color whistling missile ending in reports, increasing in pace.  Very 

intense.



Say Hello to My Little Friend 9 shot 4/1 $63.50 VMM

Alternating shots of brocade crown with crackling pistil, red and green wave crown, gilttering 

gold to  silver crackling flower.  Last row 3 shot quicken finale of each effect.

Scare Prank 16 shot 4/1 $52.50 M NEW

Crackle mines up to gold palm with red, crackle mines up to gold palm with blue, crackle mines 

up to gold palm with purple, crackle mines up to gold palm with green, last row quicken finale 

of each effect.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Scofflaw 16 shot 4/1 $68.50 BP
Alternating shots of silver palm with red strobe peony, silver palm with green strobe peony, 

silver palm with deep blue peony, ending with a 3 shot finale of silver crackle wave palms with 

green pistils.

Scuba Diver 12 shot 4/1 $72.00  MB

Silver tail up to assorted red wave, green wave and yellow wave chrysanthemums. 

Selfie 20 shot 4/1 $68.00  MB NEW

Rapid fire ofking brocade with silver strobe, king brocade with green strobe, king brocade with 

red strobe, king brocade with gold strobe, ending with a quicken fanale of king brocade with 

colorful strobe.
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Some Gave All  16 shot 4/1 $55.50  MB NEW

Silver brocade with red, green peony with red strobe to silver crackle flowers, silver brocade 

with green to white strobe, red and green peony with loud crackle, ending with a quicken finale 

shot of each effect.

Sound Doctrin 32 shot 4/1 $73.50 BP
Crackle tail comets up to bursts of purple and green, crackle tail comets up to bursts of red and 

white stars with white strobe, crackle tail comets up to bursts of blue stars and time rain, V 

shots of crackle tail comets. Ending with a fast finale of giant brocade crowns with crackle 

pistil.

Spastic Strobe 16 shot 4/1 $68.50  MB
Alternating shots of red dahlia with white strobe, green dahlia with white strobe, purple dahlia 

with white strobe, lemon dahlia with white strobe .  Ending with a 4 shot finale of one of each 

effect.



Speed Trap 13 shot  value priced item 4/1 $57.00 BP
Alternating shots of silver comet tails up to big breaks of silver glitter and peach stars, orange 

stars with green glitter, purple stars with silver glitter, V shot of silver tail comets to breaks of 

gold willow with gren glitter stars, repeat. Last row quick finale of silver tails to silver crackling 

palm trees.

Star Crossed Lovers #1 / Peach & Lemon Crossette 25 shot 4/1 $58.50 SE
Alternating rows of 5 shot flights of peach crossettes, lemon crossettes, ending with the last 

row a mix of each color crossetts.

Star Crossed Lovers #2  25 shot 4/1 $50.00 SE
Beautiful glittering brocade crossettes in rows 5 shots at a time.  Very simular to the older 

Beihai Bright Crown  Explorer.

Star Struck / Monster Mania  24 shot 4/1 $67.00 SE

Each row fires all at once of brocade mines with blue stars and over head bursts of brocade 

crown , brocade mines with blue stars and over head bursts of green strobe peonies with 

brocade palms, brocade mines with blue stars and over head bursts of red wave palms, 

brocade mines with blue stars and over head bursts of green dahlia and crackle flowers, 

brocade mines with blue stars and over head bursts of brocade palms and blue stars, ending 

with brocade mines with blue stars and over head bursts of silver crackle palms with blue stars.

Super Natural Hysteria 16 shot 4/1 $68.50 MB

Giant golden palm with rose tips  & crackling, golden palm with green tips & crackling, golden 

palm with white tips & crackling, golden palm with lemon  tips & crackling.  Ending with a 4 shot 

finale of golden palms with lemon & white with crackling.

S.W.A.T  20 Shot 4/1 $39.00 D

Red tails up to red wave palm breaks with crackle, green tails up to green wave palm breaks 

with crackle, purple tails up to purple wave palm breaks with crackle, yellow tails up to yellow 

wave palm breaks with crackle. Last row one of each effect.
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Takin’ Over 30 shot 4/1 $59.00 GS

Blue and green twinkling peony with silver rain palm core, last row quicken finale.

Tee'd Off 12 shot 4/1 $55.50  MB NEW

Hard breaks of rainbow color dahlias to silver crackle flowers, brocade crown with white strobe, 

brocade crown with red strobe, brocade crown with green strobe, ending with a 3 shot finale of  

rainbow color dahlias to silver crackle flowers,  and a 3 shot oncore finale of  brocade crowns 

with red, white and green strobes.



The Big Explosion 24 shot 4/1 $64.00 WD
Brocade crown with red strobe mine to brocade crown with red strobe, Red strobe with white 

strobe to red strobe and white strobe.

The Detonator 12 Shot 4/1 $76.00 D

Silver tail to red chrysanthemum, silver tail to greenwave, silver tail to purplewave, silver tail to 

gold wave, last row 3 shot finale of silver tails to gold wave purple wave and green wave.

The Ice Man 9 shot 6/1 $70.00 MB

Red and green palms with silver strobe, blue and silver strobe with brocade, ending with 

double layers of silver crackling flowers.

The Klepto 19 shot 6/1 $68.50 GP

Large alternating bursts of golden willow, brocade crown and blue peonies.

The One 16 shot 4/1 $72.00 MB
Hard breaking shots by row of red mines and silver palm with red peony, green mines and 

green wave palm with purple peony, blue mines and gold wave palms with blue stars, ending 

with a 4 shot finale of crackle mines and color wave palms with loud crackle.

The Patriot 15 shot 6/1 $54.00 WD
White glitter mine to red and green strobe, silver tail to red, green, gold strobe willow with 

crackle.and blue mines.

The Royal Air Force 36 shot 4/1 $77.50 MB
Alternating shots of crackling tail comets to red wave and green wave palm tree bursts.  Last 2 

rows quicken finale.

The Star Chamber 16 shot 4/1 $71.50 BP
Big brocade crown with red strobes, big brocade crown with green strobe, big brocade crown 

with white strobe, big brocade blue stars.

The Winner 16 shot 4/1 $69.00 MB NEW

Hard bursts of big brocade crowns, white strobe with red dahlia, purple to green peonies, 

ending with a 3 shot finale of crackle palms to super loud crackle.
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  500 GRAM  LARGE  MULTISHOT  REPEATERS 

Cont.

This Thing of Ours 16 shot 8/1 $89.00 GS



Gold brocade with blue and green twinkling.

Thug Life 30 shot 4/1 $68.00 GS

Red tail to red palm with silver crackling, green tail to green palm  with silver crackling, 

blue tail to giant brocade crown, then increasing rapid fire pace, quicken finale of red and green 

tail to red and green palm with silver rain palm and giant brocade crown.

Tiger Roar 16 shot 4/1 $72.00 MB
Silver palms with red and green strobe, purple and sky blue dahlia with gold glittering, brocade 

crown with red and silver strobe, Blue and gold stars with glittering gold.

Time To Honor 16 shot 4/1 $74.00 M NEW

Blue mines up to big breaks of brocade crown with red pistil, brocade crown with crackling 

pistil, brocade crown with blue stars, ending with a e shot finale of crackling mines up to 

brocade crown with blue pistil.

Torpedo 39 shot 4/1 $67.00 SE

Big breaks of brocade crown with vivid red and green tips, rapid center fire of silver whirl 

comets to crackling, ending with a finale of rapid center fire of brocade crowns to red, green 

and blue. 

 

Trail of Tears 30 shot 4/1 $79.50 MB

6 flights of 5 shots each with huge brocade crown bursts with red and green falling leaves.

True Legend 12 shot 4/1 $64.00 M NEW

Alternating shots of huge red dahlia with blue and white strobe stars, green and yellow dahlia 

with crackling rain center,  ending with a 4 shot finale of each effect.

Turbulance 16 shot 2/1 $41.50 SE

Silver swirling comet tails up to giant willow, purple and green peony, blue with white strobe 

peony, gold crackle peony, repeat, ending with a 4 shot finale of each effect.

Ultimo 20 shot 6/1 $64.00 WD

Red tail to white, red and green strobes, purple with crackle.

Uncle Sam’s Answer 16 shot 4/1 $71.50 BP

Alternating big hard breaks of gold crackling peonies and multicolor peonies.

Vengenance 20 shot 4/1 $68.00 MB NEW

20 shots of brilliant neon red bursts. If you love red, this is a must have.
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  500 GRAM  LARGE  MULTISHOT  REPEATERS 

Cont.

Viper 10 shot value priced item 4/1 $58.50 D

Silver tails up to big bursts of red, green and white peony, giant purple peony, purple, green 

and blue mix color peony, ending with a 3 shot finale of each effect.

Value Pack 16 and 20 shot value priced item 4/1 $58.50 GP NEW

Battle Zone 20 shot:  Volly of bright red wave comets, blue and silver fish mine, volly of 

green tails up to brocade palms with white strobes, volly of red tails up to red glitter palms, 

ending with a volly of red tails up to silver crackle wave palms,

Gun Slinger 20 shot:  Alternating gold tails to red dahlia with green strobe, willow to red to 

green, white strobe, red dahlia with white strobe, ending with a 4 shot finale of each effect.

Nitro Express 16 shot:   Blue tails up to red and blue dahlias with white strobe, ending with 

a 4 shot finale. 

The Prankster 16 shot:   Alternating gold strobe tails to brocade crown with blue stars, 

brocade crown with white strobe, brocade crown with green strobe, brocade crown with 

crackling rain, ending with a 4 shot finale of each effect.

Vito’s Vengeance 36 shot 2/1 $49.00 GS

Green tails to giant brocade crown, last row quicken finale.

Voodoo Devils 30 shot 4/1 $77.25 MB

Rapid fire of brocade mines to burst s of brocade with red tips, Rapid fire of brocade mines to 

burst s of brocade with green tips, Rapid fire of brocade mines to burst s of brocade with blue 

tips.

War Stopper 12 shot 4/1 $94.00 W
Crackling tail up to red peony with white strobe pistil, crackling tail up to green peony with 

purple pistil, crackling tail up to blue peony with gold strobe pistil, ends with a 3 shot finale of 

one each of the effects at once.

War Zone 12 shot 4/1 $75.50 VFH

Alternating shots of red, blue and white strobe pistil, blue green and white strobe pistil, blue 

and white strobe peony, ending with a last row 5 shot quicken finale of silver crackling willow.

Wind Up 36 shot 4/1 $76.00 BP NEW

Red tail up to red blue and white strobe, red tail to green yellow and red, red tail up to green 

red and white strobe, then rapid fire red tails up to red and white strobe, yellow peony red 

green and blue waves palm,  red and green, purple peony, red wave, ending with a quicken 

finale row of red tails to red peonies with crackling.

Yee Haw 9 shot 4/1 $63.50 VMM



Alternating shots of yellow peony with white strobe, red peony with white strobe, red and yellow 

& crackling peony, last row 3 shot quicken finale of each effect.
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2  INCH  SUPER  500 GRAM  MULTISHOT  

REPEATERS 

Attitude Adjustment 12 shot V 2/1 $69.00 MB
V shape shots 2 at a time of big brocade crown, golden willow to red , purple peony, silver 

glittering chrys. to titanium crackling flower with crackling pistil, giant golden willow with green 

strobe, golden brocade to green.

American Muscle 12 shot 2/1 $70.50 MB

Red peony, white peony, blue peony, 3 shot fan of red, blue and white strobe peony, repeat red 

peony, white peony, blue peony, 3 shot finale fan of red, blue and white strobe peony.

Anabiosis / Big Daddy 9 shot 2/1 $59.50 SE

Silver comet tail burst to brocade crown with blue stars pistil, silver comet tail  burst to colorful 

palms and time rain, silver comet tail burst to crackling willow. 

Big V 12 shot 2/1 $72.00 BP
Big breaks of red tails to 1/2 purple 1/2 yellow peony, green wave tail to 1/2 red 1/2 green, red 

wave tail to 1/2 willow 1/2 red to red strobe, a 3 shot finale of 1/2 willow and 1/2 red to red 

strobe.

Breaking The Bank 9 shot 18 break 2/1 $54.00 SE

1. Red & green chrys. + blue to greem to purple.  2. red to silver + brocade to red.  3. blue to 

crackle + brocade to purple.  4. green & pink + purple wave.  5. gold glittering + green to 

purple.  6. green to blue to red + multicolor peony.  7. red peony + green strobe peony.  8. 

orange peony + brocade to bjue.  9. brocade crown + brocade crown.

Brave New World 12 shot 2/1 $70.50 MB

Half red half blue peony, half yellow half purple peony, half green half red peony, 3 shot fan of 

blue peony with gold strobe pistil,  repeat half red half blue peony, half yellow half purple peony, 

half green half red peony, 3 shot finale fan of giant willow with purple strobe stars.

Chem 101 12 shot 2/1 $64.00 BP
Half red half white strobe peony, half green half red strobe peony, green and purple peony, 

repeat, ending with a three shot finale of giant red strobe peonies.

Double Barrel / Double Dealing  9 shot  2/1 $55.75 MO NEW



Alternating shots of 2 break peanut shells. Red wave + green wave, red peony to silver crackle 

flower + yellow peony to silver crackle flower.  Ending with a 6 break finale of repeated effects. 

Fallen Angel 12 shot 2/1 $70.50 MB
Silver glittering willow, red glittering willow, green glittering willow, each effect by row, finale of a 

3 shot fan of golden glittering willow.
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2  INCH  SUPER  500 GRAM  MULTISHOT  

REPEATERS Cont.

First Strike 7 Shot  value priced item 4/1 $42.00 D
Alternating big bursts of red dahlia with white strobe pistil, blue dahlia with white strobe pistil, 

green dahlia with white strobe pistil.

Golden Apple 23 shot 2/1 $45.00 SE
Big beautiful brocade crown, last 3 shots brocade finale.

Going Rogue 9 shot 2/1 $54.00 SE

1. Willow to red mine w/ willow to red burst.  2. willow to purple mine w/ willow to purple burst.  

3. willow to silver strobe mine w/ willow to silver strobe burst. 4. willow to blue mine w/ willow to 

blue burst.  5. willow to green mine w/ willow to green burst.  6. willow to pink mine w/ willow to 

pink burst.  7. willow aqua mine w/ willow to aqua burst.  8. willow to yellow mine w/ willow to 

yellow burst.  9. willow to silver crackling mine w/ willow to silver crackling burst.

High Voltage 8 shot 4/1 $41.50 D NEW

Hard hitting breaks of red tail to red and white strobe peony with silver willow. green tail to 

yellow wave palm with white strobe, blue tail to red and green wave to silver crackling crackling 

flower, repeat.

Laugh Out Loud 9 shot 4/1 $75.75 W
Big breaks of gold wave to red with green pistil, gold wave to green with blue pistil, gold wave 

to white strobe with white strobe pistil. Finale shot of 3  gold wave to red strobe with red strobe 

pistil. 

Living Dead  8 Shot  value priced item 6/1 $69.00 D

Alternating big bursts of brocade crown and silver crackle flowers.

Psych-O-Delic 12 shot 2/1 $63.00 BP
Yellow wave chrysanthemum, purple wave chrysanthemum, brocade crown, repeat, ending 

with a three shot finale of green strobe peonies.



Rainmaker 12 shot 2/1 $70.50 MB

Big willow with silver strobe pistil, big willow with red strobe pistil, big willow with green strobe 

pistil, 3 shot fan of big brocade crown, blue and gold strobe peony, green and gold strobe 

peony, purple and gold strobe peony, 3 shot finale fan of big silver crackling flowers.

Rocktacular 12 shot 2/1 $62.00 BP

Alternating shots of red to white strobe  peony, green to white strobe peony, yellow to white 

strobe peony, purple to white strobe peony, last row quick finale of all effects.
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2  INCH  SUPER  500 GRAM  MULTISHOT  

REPEATERS Cont.

Shoot The Moon 12 shot 2/1 $68.50 W

Silver rising tail to double burst of pink peony with yellow strobe + purple peony with gold strobe 

pistil, silver rising tail to double burst of white peony with red strobe pistil + red peony with white 

strobe pistil, silver rising tail to double burst of green peony with red strobe pistil + purple peony 

with green strobe pistil, repeat, 3 shot finale of each effect at once with 6 bursts finale.

Speed Racer 10 shot 4/1 $91.00 W
Silver swimming fish mine to red peony with white strobe pistil, silver swimming fish mine to 

green peony with purple pistil, silver swimming fish mine to blue peony with gold strobe pistil, 

ending with a 3 shot finale of silver swimming fish mines to giant brocade crown with green 

pistils.

Spartacus / Rule of Thumb  9 shot 18 break 2/1 $57.00 SE

1. Willow to green.  2. willow to red + willow to blue.  3. brocade crown + purple + silver.  4. 

willow to green.  5. willow to blue + willow to red.  6. brocade crown + purple + silver.  7. willow 

to green.  8. willow to blue + willow to red.  9. brocade crown + purple + silver. 

Stallion 9 shot 2/1 $54.00 M NEW

Alternating big bursts of red wave to crackle wave with blue pistil, green wave to crackle wave 

with purple pistil, silver crackle wave with red pistil, ending with a 3 shot finale of each effect.

Swords of Fire 9 shot                                                           2/1 $58.00 BP
Big brocade crown to blue, big brocade crown, big brocade crown to silver crackle flowers.



The Head Honcho 12 shot V 3/1 $81.50 GP
V shots of crackle palms, white strobe willow, giant willow with green pistil, red glitter willow, 

ending with a double volly of crackle wave palm with red pistil. 

3 Wishes 12 shot V 2/1 $69.00 MB

V shape shots 2 at a time of big blue peony, blue peony with crackling pistil, blue peony with 

white strobe pistil, giant gold willow to blue,  giant brocade crown to blue, blue to silver chrys.

Trendy Tattoos 12 shot V 2/1 $57.00 BP
V shots of crackling  tails to red change to silver chrysanthemum, green to silver 

chrysanthemum, blue to silver chrysanthemum, V shot of silver tails to brocade 

chrysanthemum, V shot of silver tails to silver crackle palms, V shot of silver tail to brocade to 

crackling flower.

Wild Cargo 10 shot 2/1 $45.50 W
Silver wave to red strobe with silver tail, silver wave to white strobe with silver tail,  blue peony 

with white strobe pistil and silver tail, repeat. Finale of 3 shots silver glittering wave with red 

strobe pistils and silver tails.
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3 INCH  SUPER  500 GRAM  MULTISHOT  

REPEATERS

Addicted To Loud 9 shot 2/1 $84.50 W

Giant brocade crown with red falling leaves pistil, giant brocade crown with green falling leaves 

pistil, giant brocade crown with orange/yellow falling leaves.  3 shot finale of each of the effects 

at once.

Air Raid 9 shot 2/1 $76.50 WD

Silver wave to green, brocade crown to blue, giant white strobe peony, repeat.

Battle Volley 9 shot 2/1 $78.50 SE

Alternating shots of large red peony with silver palm pistle, blue peony with silver palm pistil.

Bigger Badder Better 9 shot 2/1 $84.00 BP

Alternating breaks of willow to red glitter , Green strobe with red pistil,  finale of silver palms 

with time rain tips.

Big Blue Brocade 9 shot 2/1 $78.50 SE
Giant Brocade flower crown with blue pistil and silver rising tail.



Big E 9 shot 2/1 $80.00 MB

Gold ti-wave palms to red and lemon stars, gold ti-wave palms to aqua and purple stars, gold ti-

wave palms to green and purple stars, gold ti-wave palms to aqua and red stars, gold ti-wave 

palms to aqua, purple and red stars, gold ti-wave palms to lemon and purple stars.  Last 3 

shots quicken finale of gold ti-palms to 

Bump N' Run 9 shot  2/1 $75.00 MB NEW

Each shell breaks open and releases red, white and blue comets that break into red, white and 

blue crossettes. 

Cruel Mistress 9 shot  2/1 $76.50 MB

Giant brocade crown, silver strobe peony with red dahlia core, green strobe peony with 

glittering gold palm core, brocade crown to blue., green  strobe peony with purple dahlia core, 

aqua and lemon strobe chrys., last 3 shots quicken finale of gold glittering with red dahlia, aqua 

with red strobe peony, and multicolor peony.

Death Spiral / Thunder Rolls  9 shot 2/1 $85.00 MO NEW

Alternating brocade hour glass patterns with red, green and blue rings around the middle.

Demon Hunter 9 shot 2/1 $74.00 M NEW

Blue peony with gold palm & red strobe pistil, blue peony with green tip gold palm & red strobe 

pistil, blue peony with red tip gold palm & red strobe pistil, ending with a 3 shot finale of each 

effect.  
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3 INCH  SUPER  500 GRAM  MULTISHOT  

REPEATERS Cont.

Dominator Assorted 9 shot  2/1 $83.50 D NEW

Assorted Chrysanthemum 9 shot:  Purple peony, brocade crown with white twinkling 

pistil, purple to time rain peony with crackle pistil.                                               Strobe and 

Brocade 9 shot:  Alternating giant breaks of  green strobe peony and giant brocade crown 

with green strobe pistil.

Fantastic Display #1  9 shot 2/1 $63.00 MB

Brocade with red & green tips, green to silver peony, twinkling gold brocade with red & green 

tips, purple peony with green strobe pistil,  3 shot finale of twinkling gold brocade crowns and 

crackle flower peonies.

Fantastic Display #2  9 shot 2/1 $63.00 MB



Silver wave chrysanthemum, willow to red, green with crackling peony, purple peony with green 

strobe pistil, red peony with white strobe pistil, green wave chrysanthemum.  An ending finale 

with 3 different effects of gold strobe chrysanthemum, red wave chrysanthemum, gold crackle 

peony.

Flash Mob 9 shot 2/1 $78.50 WD

Alternating shots of giant white strobe peonies and red & green strobe peonies.

Giant Willow with Color Tips 9 shot   value priced item 2/1 $70.00 D

9 shots of large golden willow bursts changing to red and green tips.

Glory Honor Power 9 shot 2/1 $82.00 BP
Red peony, white peony, blue peony, titanium crackling flowers finale.

Gotcha 9 shot 2/1 $78.50 SE
Red comet tail burst to brocade crown with green glittering pistil, green comet tail burst to gold 

coconuts with blue glittering pistil, silver comet tail burst to purple dahlia with silver glittering 

pistil, comet tail burst to red and blue crackling coconuts.

Graveyard Shift 12 shots 2/1 $84.00 BP
2 and 3 inch shell combined to give the effects of big brocade crown, blue to silver peony, red 

glitter willow, silver crown, 2 shots together of green strobe peony and final shot of 2 white 

strobe peony.

Heavy Weight Champion 9 shot 2/1 $74.00 GP

Giant brocade crown, giant brocade crown to red, giant brocade crown to green repeat.

In Your Face 9 shot 2/1 $79.00 MB NEW

Red and green dahlia, blue and green dahlia, red and blue dahlia purple and green dahlia, red 

dahlia with white strobes, gold dahlia with green strobes, ending with a double shot of multi 

color dahlia with silver crackle flowers.
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3 INCH  SUPER  500 GRAM  MULTISHOT  

REPEATERS Cont.

Knockin' on Heaven's Door 9 shot 2/1 $80.00 MB

Red, white and yellow peony, red and aqua peony, purple stars with green strobe peony, 

brocade crown with blue stars, aqua peony with red strobe pistil, red,aqua and green strobe 

peony, last three shots at once red and green peony with gold crackle palm center.



Knockout Brocade 9 shot  2/1 $82.00 BP
Giant brocade crowns.

Legendary / Pyro Candy  9 shot 2/1 $75.50 MO NEW

Hugh silver tiger tail shells burst into giant brocade crown willows.

L.O.L. 9 shot 2/1 $82.00 BP
Smiley face pattern with yellow circle green eyes and red mouth, double ring purple outside 

green inner ring with silver crackle flower, repeat.

Lots of Colors 9 shot 2/1 $78.50 WD
Silver waves with red and yellow tips, silver waves with green and yellow tips, silver waves with 

red and blue tips, silver waves with red and green tips, ending with a double shot of silver 

waves with red and green tips with crackling pistils.

Mega Bomb 9 shot 2/1 $72.00 D
Giant bursts of brocade crown with white strobe, red and white strobe peony, silver crackle 

flowers.

Millionare's Club 9 shot 2/1 $77.00 M NEW

Huge alternaating 3 inch bursts of brocade crown with white strobe tips, willow to red and blue 

tips with white strobe pistil, golden wave to green with blue pistil, ending with a 3 shot finale of 

brocade crown with white strobe tips.

Prime Time 9 shot 2/1 $82.00 BP
Gold stars w/ crackling, red, green, blue  stars, blue time rain.

Pyro Candy 9 shot 2/1 $76.50 W
Hugh silver tiger tail shells burst into giant brocade crown willows.

Red Neck Special 9 shot 2/1 $75.00 MB NEW

Big bursts of alternating color change peonies, blue to green, blue to gold, blue to red, ending 

with a 3 shot finale of blue to multi-colors.

Show Stopper 9 shot 2/1 $82.00 BP

Red & white, green & yellow, glittering gold & crackling, blue peony w/ flying fish & crackling.
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3 INCH  SUPER  500 GRAM  MULTISHOT  

REPEATERS Cont.



Super Bang 9 shot 2/1 $73.00 M NEW

Alternating big double bursts of red peony then silver crackle flower, green peony then silver 

crackle flower, blue peony then silver crackle flower, ending with a 3 shot finale of brocade 

crown then 3 silver crackle flowers.

Super Sized 9 shot 2/1 $78.50 W NEW

Red mines up to red to silver glitter palm, green mines up to red strobe willow with green stars, 

blue mines up to red strobe willow with blue stars, 3 shot finale of crackle mines up to willow to 

crackle palms.

Texas Hold ' Em 9 shot 2/1 $76.50 W

Big rising silver tail to giant silver crown with red stars, silver rising tail to giant silver crown with 

green stars, silver rising tail to giant silver crown with blue stars, 3 shot finale of giant brocade 

crown.

The Force 9 shot 2/1 $83.00 MB

Red to green wave  chrysanthemum, red glittering chrysanthemum, big willow with green 

strobe pistil, red and silver dahlia, red and green dahlia, gold twinkling brocade.  An ending 

finale with 3 different effects of  silver wave with crackle pistil, red wave chrysanthemum, silver 

crackle flower peony.

The Joker 9 shot  compact size 2/1 $71.00 GP

Giant brocade crown, giant brocade crown to red, giant brocade crown to green repeat.

Thunder And Lightning 9 shot 2/1 $74.00 GP

Gold tail to half red half green with crackle pistil, gold tail to half purple half green with crackle 

pistil, gold tail to half blue half yellow with crackle pistil, quicken finale of each effect. 

Thunder Rolls 9 shot 2/1 $86.50 W

Alternating brocade hour glass patterns with red, green and blue rings around the middle.

Tumbleweed / Texas Hold ' Em  9 shot 2/1 $75.50 MO NEW

Big rising silver tail to giant silver crown with red stars, silver rising tail to giant silver crown with 

green stars, silver rising tail to giant silver crown with blue stars, 3 shot finale of giant brocade 

crown.

Wacky Tobacky' 9 shot 2/1 $82.00 BP
A true professional display of shells. A consumer version of the famed Japanese  Nishiki 

Kamuro with red strobe pistils.
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500 GRAM LARGE FAN & ANGLE CAKES

Wife’s Revenge 9 shot 2/1 $76.50 MB

Twinkling silver willow with green tips, red peony with silver strobe, blue peony with gold strobe, 

big brocade crown to blue, silver palm with red strobe, purple palm with green strobe, big 

brocade crown to blue, silver palm with red strobe, purple palm with green strobe, finale of 3 

shots of blue palm with red strobe.

Adrenaline Rush 30 shot Fan 2/1 $53.50 D

Fanned shot of 5 red strobe mines with crackling silver comets, 5 shots fan of red strobe mine 

with burst of titanium crackle palms, fan shot of 5 green strobe mines with crackling silver 

comets,  5 shots fan of green strobe mine with burst of titanium crackle palms, fan shot of 5 red 

and green strobe mines with crackling silver comets,  5 shots fan of red and green strobe mine 

with burst of titanium crackle palms. 

Adrenaline Rush 75 shot Z 2/1 $72.50 MB 

2 rows of  Z shape red tails up to brocade horse tail, 1 row of C shape red and green 

crossettes, 2 rows of Z shape silver tails up to red and silver crackling waterfalls, 1 row of C 

shape red and green crossettes, 2 rows of Z shape red and green tails up to red and green 

falling leaves, last row finale fan shot of red tails up to multicolor peony.

Air Show 18 shot Fan W 4/1 $81.50 PP

W shape fan shots of silver palm with purple strobe, yellow dahlia with green strobe, purple 

peony with white strobe, purple wave palm with green strobe, blue and white dahlia, crackling 

purple wave palm.

Alien Invaders 30 shot Fan 3/1 $71.00 SE

A truly patriotic display of 5 fanned shots of red head comets swimming comets with silver tails 

and bright blue stars, Ending with a 5 shot finale of blue and green mines with red head comets 

swimming comets with silver tails and bright blue stars. 

American Dream 25 shot Fan 4/1 $77.00 M NEW

Alternating 5 shot fans of 2 layer blue and silver fish mines up to neon red and white strobe 

bursts,  red and silver fish mines up to blue and white strobe bursts, ending with a final 5 shot 

fan of 2 layer mixed blue, red stars and silver fish mines to blue, red and white strobe bursts.

American Honey 25 shot Fan 4/1 $73.50 M NEW



Row 1: W shots of 3 silver tail comets with V shot of red mines up to red peony with time rain, 

Row 2 : W shot of 3 green mines to green comets up to green peony with time rain and V shot 

of silver tail comets, Row 3: W shots of 3 silver tail comets with V shot of blue mines up to blue 

peony with time rain,  Row 4: W shot of 3 purple mines to purple comets up to green peony 

with time rain and V shot of silver tail comets, Row 5: ending with a finale fanned shot of silver 

twinkle comets up to red and green peony with time rain.

American Rhythm 156 shot Z 1/1 $40.00 MB 

Red, white & blue comets, last row fanned shot of RWB peonies w/ crackle.
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500 GRAM LARGE FAN & ANGLE CAKES Cont.

Amped 37 shot Fan 4/1 $73.50 BP
Yellow tails up to gold willow w/ red strobe micro stars, silver tails up to gold willow/ green 

micro stars, purple tails up to gold to crackling willows, gold glittering comets.

American Series 25 shot Z 4/1 $77.00 D

American Steel...Z  shots of deep blue mines to silver whirling comets to purple stars and 

white strobe, deep blue mines to silver whirling comets to red stars and green strobe, deep 

blue mines to silver whirling comets to red strobe with blue stars, deep blue mines to silver 

whirling comets to white strobe, deep blue mines to silver whirling comets to blue and white 

strobe.  

American Muscle...Z  shots of blue mines w/ gold tail up to red glitter willow, blue mines w/ 

gold tail up to loud crackling and silver fish, blue mines w/ gold tail up to green glittering willow, 

blue mines w/ gold tail up to white strobe peonies, blue mines w/ gold tail up to white glitter 

willows.                 

American Thunder...Z  shots of crackling mines w/ gold tails up to red stars and silver 

crackling flowers, crackling mines w/ gold tails up to green stars and silver crackling flowers, 

crackling mines w/ gold tails up to blue stars and silver crackling flowers, crackling mines w/ 

gold tails up to yellow stars and silver crackling flowers, crackling mines w/ gold tails up to 

silver crackling flowers.         

American Storm...Z shots of crackling mines w/ gold tails up to red stars and white strobes, 

crackling mines w/ gold tails up to bluestars and silver fish, crackling mines w/ gold tails up to 

red glittering willow, crackling mines w/ gold tails up to blue stars and crackling, crackling 

mines w/ gold tails up to silver crackling flowers.

Anglers In Action 42 shots Z 2/1 $39.00 SE

Red, green, yellow, blue and white tails up to blue cascade with red fish, blue cascade with 

yellow fish, blue cascade with green fish, blue cascade with silver fish, last row a quickened 

finale of whistling tails to crackling burst.

Assimilation 36 shot Fan  2/1 $36.00 SE



6 shot fan of brocade comet tails, 6 shot fan of brocade comet tails with red strobe, six shot  

fan of brocade comet tails with green strobe, repeat.

Baptism Of Fire 25 shot Fan  4/1 $54.00 M NEW

Repeating 5 shot fan of 2 layer red and blue mines up to red to silver sky waterfalls, Ending 

with a 5 shot fan of 2 layer red and blue mines up to giant silver palms with blue stars.

Breaking The Law 29 shot  Z, Fan 2/1 $60.50 W

Brocade mines to brocade palms and blue stars, Fan shot of brocade mines to brocade palms 

and blue stars. Ending with a fan shot finale of big brocade crowns with red strobe pistils.
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Cardiac 12 shot I,V,W shape 3/1 $80.00 D
I shot of silver tail to giant willow with blue pistil, V shot of silver crackle tails to willows with 

silver glitter tips, W shot of silver whistling tails to brocade to red, I shot of silver tail to silver 

wave, V shot of silver crackle tails to giant red peony with glitter pistil, W shot silver whistling 

tails to giant blue peonies with crackling pistil.

Chupacabra / Ghost Rider  30 shot V 2/1 $51.00 D NEW

Left: silver crackling comets with red strobe mines. Double shot of silver crackling flowers with 

silver palm center.  Right: silver crackling comets with green strobe mines. Double shot of 

silver crackling flowers with silver palm center. Repeat.

Dingbats 34 shot  I,V 4/1 $74.50 BP

Alternating gold wave comets to brocade with red strobe,gold wave comets to brocade with 

white strobe, gold wave comets to brocade with blue stars, V shot of brocade comets, repeat.  

4 shot finale of big brocade crowns with red strobes.

Element Of Surprise 30 shot Fan 4/1 $76.50 GP NEW

Rapid fire blue star waterfall with silver hovering jelly fish effect, then normal pace firing of red 

and green spinner stars, rapid fire red and green stars with silver hovering jelly fish effect,  

ending with silver crackle waterfalls with white strobe.

Epic Proportions 17 shot I, W 4/1 $51.00 WD



Gold palm pistil with strobes & crackle. Ending with crackling willow.

Fantastic 140 shot C shape 2/1 $84.50 BP
Red, green, blue crackling wave tail comets, last row fanned shot finale of blue tails to 

crackling gold wave with red and green stars.

Flood Red 61 shot Z 4/1 $91.00 BP
Tall mines of gold crackling comets and bright red stars in Z pattern, ending with a fanned shot 

of gold crackling comets and bright red stars mines to bursts of  bright red stars with crackling 

gold palms.

Freestyle Fighting 19 shot V 2/1 $57.00  BP

Red peony with green strobe pistil, yellow peony with green strobe pistil, purple peony with 

green strobe pistil, blue peony with green strobe pistil, white strobe cascades, V shot of red 

strobe willows, white strobe cascade, 3 shot fan finale of silver crackling  willow.

FrwrX 60 shot Z 4/1 $90.50 BP
Yellow comets with silver sizzling tails, red tails to red stars and white strobes, red comets with 

silver sizzling tails, Blue and gold glitter  bursts, blue comets with silver sizzling tail, brocade 

mines to brocade crowns.           
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Furious Fan 30 shot Z, Fan 3/1 $67.00 WD

Brilliant red strobe mines, red tails to brocade crown, green strobe mines, red tails to brocade 

crown, lemon strobe mine, last row fanned shot of red tails to brocade crown with silver 

crackling flowers.

Geronimo 35 shots I, Fan 4/1 $74.00 BP

I alternating shots of red wave tail to brocade crown to red, silver tail to brocade crown to silver, 

blue tails to brocade crown to blue, FAN shot of 5 red wave tail to brocade crown to red, silver 

tail to brocade crown to silver, blue tail to brocade crown to blue.

Ghost Train 17 shot W 3/1 $65.00 M NEW

Fanned shot of 4 huge silver tail comets, W shot of red and white strobe peony left and right 

with center large red wave chrysanthemum with crackling, fanned shot of 4 gold glitter tail 

comets, W shot of red and white strobe peony left and right with center large red wave 

chrysanthemum with crackling, ending with a 3 shot finale of 2 inch brocade crown with red 

pistil. 



Glitterball 35 shot Fan 4/1 $74.00 BP
Alternating fanned shots of red tails to brocade crown bursts and silver glitter tails to silver 

crowns.

Haunted Honeymoon 30 shot Fan 4/1 $86.00 SE

Fanned shots of blue and green mines up to blue stars with white strobe waterfall horse 

tails,ending with a red, blue and gold crackling mines up to bursts of blue and white stars with 

silver crackling flowers.

Heavy Hitter 25 shot Z and Fan 3/1 $71.50 MB

Z gold wave palm trees with gold strobe and tail, gold wave palm trees with silver strobe and 

tails, gold wave palm tree with green strobe and tail, FAN shot of gold wave palm tree with 

crackling and tail, ending with a fanned shot of gold wave palm trees with silver crackling 

flowers and tails.

Hot Stuff 26 shot I,W, Z 4/1 $76.00 M NEW

Rapid fire neon red mines up to neon red bursts, Z fans of red strobe willow comets to big red 

strobe breaks, Z fan of red strobe willow comets to red strobe willow breaks, ending in rapid 

fire red mines to red strobe willow breaks.

Jacked Up! 30 shot Fan 2/1 $43.50 D

Fanned shots of white strobe peonies with willow palms with red tips, red strobe peonies with 

willow palms with red tips, green strobe peonies with willow palms with red tips, repeat.
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Jam Packed 30 shot  Z 2/1 $42.00 D NEW

Red, blue, green and  pink mines to red,blue, green, pink and silver dahlias with silver palm 

pistils, Fanned shot of red,blue, green, pink and orange dahlias with silver palm pistil. Ending 

Jolly Rogers 23 shot W 2/1 $58.00 M NEW

W shots of red, green and yellow falling leaves with center burst of big white strobe peony, 

ending with a W shot of multicolor and white strobe peonies, 

Juggernaut 15 shot I,W shape 4/1 $74.25 BP



I shots of big brocade crown, red peony, gold glittering crown, W shot of green strobe stars with 

purple dahlia with center shot of blue peony, big brocade crown, red peony, gold glittering 

crown, W shot of blue, yellow and purple dahlia's with, time rain ending with a , W shot of big 

brocade crown to crackling flowers.

Kaleidoscope Eyes 14 shot I, W 6/1 $51.50 WD
Blue and green strobe,silver palm with crackle, gold strobe, orange and sea blue with cracling 

balls.

                                                                                                                                                           

Meteor Storm 144 Shot Z 1/1 $35.00 D NEW

Z shape rapid fire of gold strobe comets, ending with a fanned shot of silver comets to gold 

strobe peonies.

192 Proof  192 shot Z & Fan 1/1 $64.50 D
Red,white and blue crackling comets by row, 4 shot fan of silver strobe willow,red white and 

blue comets to report by row, 4 shot fan of silver strobe willow, repeat.

Open Fire 33 shots X shape 4/1 $83.50 BP
Multicolored, crackling and whistling tails to white bouquets, blue stars, gold willows red and 

green palms, white flashes, whistles and crackling flowers.

Out With A Bang 295 shot Z and Fan 1/1 $55.00 BP NEW

Z fans of silver comets to blue, silver wave comets, gold crackle wave comets, silver tail 

whistles, fanned shot of brocade crown, fanned shot of silver crackling flowers.

Own The Night 30 shot Fan 4/1 $75.50 W
A unique double effect of white strobe sky waterfalls with a second stage of assorted red, blue 

and orange sky waterfalls.  Ending with a huge fan shot of silver crackling comets to silver 

crackling palms.

Patriot Dream 49 shot Z  4/1 $88.50 BP 
Double layers of red, blue and crackling mines in Z pattern . Last row titanium crackle flowers 

fan shot. 
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Patrotic Performance 25 shot  Z 4/1 $68.00 W



Red glitter willow comets to red glitter willow palm bursts, green glitter willow comets to green 

glitter willow palm bursts, white glitter willow comets to white glitter willow palm bursts, gold 

glitter willow comets to gold glitter willow palm bursts. Ending with a fanned shot of red & silver 

glitter willow comets to red & silver glitter willow palm bursts.

Peacock 180 shot Z 2/1 $84.50 MB

Double Z pattern with intense showers of golden comets with green, purple and red comet 

heads.

Pro Series #1 192 shot Z 1/1 $65.50 WP

Professional grade designs effects: Red, green yellow and blue comets, red, white and blue 

crackling palms, silver whistling with crackle, green strobe willow, gold strobe willow, silver 

strobe willow.

Pro Series #2  82 shot Fan 1/1 $38.00 WP

Blue and red mines to white strobing breaks, ending with white strobing mines to brocade 

crown.

Pyrobot 40 shot Fan 2/1 $66.50 BP 

Big brocade mines with red strobe stars to big brocade crown with red strobe stars,                        

Big brocade mines with green strobe stars to big brocade crown with green strobe            stars, 

Big brocade mines with white strobe stars to big brocade crown with white                             

strobe stars, Big brocade mines with blue stars to big brocade crown with blue stars,                                          

Big brocade mines with crackling stars to big brocade crown with crackling stars.                

Pyroholics Anonymous 30 shot 4/1 $76.50 GP

Rapid fire white strobe bursts with red yellow and purple stars, rapid fire willow to blue bursts, 

rapid fire pink and purple bursts, rapid fire brocade palm bursts with red and green stars, rapid 

fire white strobe bursts with red wave palms, rapid fir yellow and purple dahlias with silver 

crackle flower ending.

Pyro Psychosis 12 shot  I, V, W 6/1 $58.00 WD
I shot of green tail up to red dahlia with white strobe, V shot green tails to blue peony with gold 

strobe pistil. W shot of green tails to brocade crown, repeat.

Purple Storm 25 shot Z 4/1 $72.00 D

Purple mines up to purple peony, purple comets, purple mines up to silver waves with purple, 

purple wave comets, last row fanned shot of purple mines up to purple dahlia.

Reach For The Sky 12 shot V   3/1 $74.00 W

Big breaks of red to brocade with green strobe pistil, green to brocade with white strobe pistil, 

yellow to brocade with time rain pistil, repeat.
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Ride The Wave 188 shot C  2/1 $80.00 MB
Gold glitter comets, gold glitter comets w/ purple tips, gold glitter comets w/ blue tips, Finale of 

red, green & blue shell breaks.

Ridin’ Shotgun 25 shot Z 4/1 $68.00 GS 

Red tails to red strobe peony, green tails up to green strobe peony, last row fan shot quicken 

finale.

Rip Rock N' Roll 220 shot Z 1/1 $49.50 D

Z shots of red, white and blue comets by row upwards to bursting titanium flower clusters, 

increasing fast pace mid way, pause, then 4 flights of silver crackling tail whistles.

Rock You Baby 49 shot Fan 3/1 $70.00 MB
Fanned shots of brocade mines and blue comets up to brocade crowns.

Rowdy Ride 85 shot Z, Fan 1/1 $41.00 BP NEW

Z fans of red yellow blue and silver crackling comets sweeping back and forth, ending with a 

fanned shot of multi color peonies.

Sea of Tranquility 45 shot Fan 2/1 $61.00 SE

Fanned shots of brocade mines with overhead bursts of red strobe, brocade mines with 

overhead bursts of green strobe, brocade mines with overhead bursts of gold strobe, repeat, 

ending with a fanned shot of brocade mines with overhead bursts of silver crackling flower.  

Second To None 168 shot Z, W 1/1 $46.50 M NEW

Alternating Z fans of red yellow blue comets sweeping back and forth, W shot of green red and 

blue peonies, fanned shot of silver tail whistles, ending with a fanned shot of red and blue with 

white strobe peonies.

Sky Paradise 194 shot Z   2/1 $113.00 MB
Red, white, blue & purple comets, fanned shot of white strobe breaks, R,W,B,P, comets again, 

fanned shot of blue breaks w/ silver fish, fan of titanium whistle mines, crackling comets, 

multicolor mines to crackle peonies.

Slam Dunk / Super Bad  12 shot  W 2/1 $69.00 MO NEW



W fan shots of red and white strobe mines to white strobe peonies left and right with a cover 

shell in middle of giant red and green to white strobe peony with crackle pistil, fan shots of 

green and white strobe mines to white strobe peonies left and right with a cover shell in middle 

of giant green to white strobe peony with crackle pistil, fan shots of purple and white strobe 

mines to white strobe peonies left and right with a cover shell in middle of giant blue to white 

strobe peony with crackle pistil. Ending with a 3 shot fan finale of one each red to white strobe 

peony with crackle pistil, green to white strobe peony with crackle pistil, and red & green to 

white strobe peony with crackle pistil. 
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Slow Motion 20 shot  W 2/1 $41.00 WD
Red tail to red with green strobe, red and yellow, yellow and blue, yellow palm with crackle 

chry. Endingwith big time rain chrys.

Solar Spawn 28 shot Z 4/1 $72.50 BP

Z shots of gold sizzle comets up to red peony bursts, whistle tails up to gold fish and green 

falling leaves, gold sizzle comets up to gold sizzling palms, whistle tails up to silver fish and red 

falling leaves, gold sizzle comets up to blue and gold wave bursts, whistle tails up to crackling 

bouquets, gold sizzle comets up to silver crackling flowers.

Soothsayer 23 shot Fan 4/1 $71.50 SE

Silver crackling mine up to red strobe waterfalls, ending with a finale of giant red and blue 

peonies.

Sons of Liberty 36 shot Fan 4/1 $81.50 BP
Alternating shots of brocade to blue fans with overhead bursts of brocade palms with red 

strobe stars, brocade palms with blue stars, brocade palms with crackling.

Sound And Light Show 213 shot Z, Fan 1/1 $52.00 BP NEW

Alternating Z waves of red white and blue comets, fanned shot of red blue and white strobe 

peonies, ending with a fanned shot of loud crackling.

Steel Curtain 12 shot V 4/1 $65.25 WD

Silver tail to brocade, gold willowwith green strobe, brocade crown.

Strangely Beautiful 30 shot Z 3/1 $75.00 M NEW

Z shots back and forth of pastel multi color mines to pastil multi color peonies.



Stroker Ace 30 shot Fan 4/1 $81.00 M NEW

Green mines to red peonies with green strobes, purple mines to green peonies with white 

strobes, green mines to purple peonies with green strobe.

Super Bad 12 shot  W 2/1 $70.50 W

W fan shots of red and white strobe mines to white strobe peonies left and right with a cover 

shell in middle of giant red and green to white strobe peony with crackle pistil, fan shots of 

green and white strobe mines to white strobe peonies left and right with a cover shell in middle 

of giant green to white strobe peony with crackle pistil, fan shots of purple and white strobe 

mines to white strobe peonies left and right with a cover shell in middle of giant blue to white 

strobe peony with crackle pistil. Ending with a 3 shot fan finale of one each red to white strobe 

peony with crackle pistil, green to white strobe peony with crackle pistil, and red & green to 

white strobe peony with crackle pistil. 
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Super Nova / Sky Beauty  25 shot Fan 4/1 $75.50 MO NEW

Fanned shots of deep red mines to deep red peony bursts, deep blue mines to deep blue 

peony bursts, deep green mines to deep green peony bursts, deep pink mines to deep pink 

peony bursts. Ending with a fanned shot of crackle mines to silver palms with crackle burst.

The Incinerator 125 shot Z 1/1 $53.00 WD
Alternating rows of red glittering comets, gold strobing comet and silver crackling comets. Last 

row fanned shot.

The Mircale 17 shot V, W 3/1 $74.00 M NEW

V shot brocade mines up to brocade palm with blue stars, W shot of blue mines up to brocade 

palms, W shot of brocade mines up to blue peonies, ending with a V shot of huge brocade 

crowns with blue pistils.

This Is It! 12 shot I,V,W shape 4/1 $87.50 MB

I shot of gold chrysanthemum to crackling flower with red & green pistil, V shot of red peony 

with silver palm pistil, W shot of bright green peonies with gold palm pistil, repeating.

Time Trap 49 shot 4/1 $91.50 BP

Brocade mines in Z pattern, last row fan shot of brocade mines to loud crackling.

To The Extreme 16 shot I, V, W 4/1 $70.50 W NEW



Red tail up to white strobe peony with red pistil, V shot of green tails up to green strobe peony 

with golden palm pistil, W shot of blue tails up to crackle peony with gold palm pistil. Red tail up 

to red stars with charcoal to silver glitter palm, V shot of green tails up to gold strobe peony 

with gold palm pistil, W shot of blue tails up to silver crackling tails to red to silver crackle 

flowers.

Top Shelf 16 shot Fan  2/1 $55.00 D
Big breaks of willows, color peonies and a finale of strobe willows.

Touch of Gold 112 shot Z and Fan 1/1 $51.50 D
Z shots of gold glittering comets first 3 rows, W shot of bursts of gold glittering, Z shots of gold 

glittering comets next 4 rows, W shot of bursts of gold glittering,  Z shots of gold glittering 

Towering Inferno 30 shot Fan 2/1 $45.00 C
Fanned shots of very pink crossettes.

Trouble 24 shot I, Fan 4/1 $70.50 W

Gold glittering comets to red and gold glittering palm tree bursts, Fan shot of red strobe willow 

comets burst into red strobe willow palms, Gold glittering comets to green and gold glittering 

palm tree bursts, Fan shot of white strobe willow comets burst into white strobe willow palms, 

Gold glittering comets to blue and gold glittering palm tree bursts, Fan shot of golden willow to 

crackling comets burst into golden willow to crackling palms. 
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Triple Whammy 15 shot W 4/1 $83.00 BP
Brocade crown, red peony, silver brocade chrys., W shape blue peony + red dahlia with green 

strobe, W shape red dahlia with crackling + blue dahlia with crackling + yellow dahlia with 

crackling, quicken final of brocade to crackle flower.

Typhoon 157 shot C 2/1 $87.50 SE3 volleys of red comets, then single volley of bursts of blue cascade stars and silver fish, 3 

volleys of green wave stars,then single volley of bursts of red strobe willows, 3 volleys of red 

comets, then single volley of bursts of green strobe willow, 3 volleys of purple comets, then 

single volley of bursts of silver wave chrysanthemum, ending with a single volley of bursts of 

Undefeated / Game On  45 shot Fan 3/1 $76.00 MO NEW

Fanned shots of red and green wave comets with crackle mines burst into red and green wave 

palms with brilliant white strobes.

Violet Vengeance 40 shot Fan 3/1 $79.00 MB 
Brilliant golden mines with purple stars upwards to bright silver sky waterfalls.   Ending with 

brilliant golden mines with purple stars upwards to crackling bursts.



Waterfall 35 shot Z 4/1 $83.50 D
Z shaped wiper effect shoots gold comets upward that break softly into gold brocade sky 

waterfalls.

Wind Chill 18 shot Z 4/1 $62.00 BP NEW

Left to right shots of big silver tail to red palm, rapin fire straight up of silver tails to red and 

yellow dahlias with white strobe, green and purple dahlias with white strobe, red and green 

dahlia with white strobe, purple and yellow dahlias with white strobe, ending with a W shot of 

silver comets to silver crackle wave palms.

Worlds Biggest Flower 25 shot W 2/1 $50.00 M NEW

W shots of purple mine yellow mine and center silver comet to red and yellow dahlia blue 

peony and red blue and green dahlia.

Zombie Driver 27 shot Fan, I 3/1 $78.50 W

Rapid fire of red, white and green go getter comets with blue mines, then paced single shots of 

blue and brocade to silver glitter chrysanthemums, Rapid fire of red, white and green go getter 

comets with crackle mines, then paced single shots of blue and brocade to crackle 

chrysanthemums. Ending with a fan shot of 3 big gold brocade to crackling chrysanthemums.
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Double Night Parachute 48/6 $78.50 MB

A single tube shell that opens with two parachutes illuminated by a small greenflare.

#500 Fancy Assorted Single Shells 3/4 $50.50 MB

4 different pre loaded shells with jumbo burst.  3 each as follows:  Green strobe with crackle, 

Silver crackling palm, Red wave to silver peony, Multicolor peony with crackle.

#500 Fancy Assorted Single Shells premium 3/4 $58.50 D
4 different pre loaded shells with jumbo burst.  3 each as follows:  Brocade to Red, Red Peony 

to Crackling, Red Ring with Blue Bowtie Pattern, Big Silver Willow.



#500 Firey Dragon Shells 6/4 $56.50 WD

Blue and crackling peony, red and silver glitter, gold glittering and blue, green peony with red 

palm pistil.

#500 Winda Fancy Assorted Single Shells 2/6 $50.50 W

All with rising silver tails, white strobe with gold strobe pistil, green to white strobe with time rain 

pistil. gold silk willow to red, brocade crown, silver strobe willow, crackling willow.

ARTILLERY SHELL KITS

American Thunder Canister  Artillery 6/12 $59.00 SE

12 assorted canister shell with various effects. Peonies, chrysanthemums, willows, crackling 

etc.

App Balls with Silver Tails 12/12 $98.00 M NEW

Purple and green peony with time rain pistil, red and green waves with time rain pistil, red and 

silver peony,  brocade crown with green strobe pistil, silver crackle palm, gold wave with blue 

tips and red pistil, red and green waves with strobing red and green tips, green wave to green 

strobe with red stars, red wave with white strobe, red and green waves, silver willow with red 

pistil, purple and silver wave with time rain pistil. 

Big Bad Boomer / Mile High Double Break Artillery 8/6 $89.00 VMM

High quality neon colors with big hard breaks.  Excellent shells.

Big Value Artillery Shells  value priced item  Crackling Artillery 24/6 $69.00 D

6 different effects w/ mortar packaged in pvc bag w/ header.  24 bags each, red w/ crackling, 

green w/ crackling, yellow w/ crackling, blue w/ crackling, silver w/ crackling and multicolor w/ 

crackling.

Big Value Artillery Shells  value priced item  Traditional Artillery 24/6 $72.50 D
6 different effects w/ mortar packaged in pvc bag w/ header.  24 bags each, red, green, yellow, 

blue, silver and multicolor.
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Big Value Artillery Shells  value priced item Whistling Buster Artillery 24/6 $72.50 D

6 different effects w/ mortar packaged in pvc bag w/ header.  24 bags each, red, green, yellow, 

blue, silver and multicolor bursts with silver whistling tails.



Black Box Artillery Shells  value priced item 12/6 $41.50 D

Traditional artillery shells with red, green, yellow, blue, silver and multicolor.  Higher quality 

production of the economy original shell.

Black Box Artillery Shells  COMPACT SIZE value priced item 12/6 $36.50 D NEW

Traditional artillery shells with red, green, yellow, blue, silver and multicolor.  Higher quality 

production of the economy original shell.

Bombshell Artillery with Silver Tails 12/12 $103.50 GP

1. Crackling and blue sparkle with tail. 2. White flashing with two whistles with tail. 3. Blue stars 

with bees with tail. 4. Red, white, blue and reports with tail. 5. Blue stars with double spinners 

with tail. 6. Crackling and blue flower, double shells with tail. 7. Red ring. 8. Green ring. 9. 

Green palm with crackling tail. 10. Yellow peony to crackling with whistling tail. 11. Red peony 

to crackling with whistling tail. 12. Red stars to crackling with double spinners.

Chaos 60 gram Canister Artillery 6/12 $103.00 WD

These shells come from the same factory as the famed EXCALIBUR Artillery shell. Super 

brocade crown, green dahlia with silver crackle flower pistil, red white and blue peony, red and 

green wave with white strobe pistil, red chrusanthemum with white strobe pistil, green strobe 

with crackling pistil, mammoth white strobe peony, orange and blue peony, brocade crown to 

crackle, red green and blue peony, silver crackle flower chrysanthemum, green wave with 

white strobe pistil.

Chaos 60 gram Canister Artillery 3/24 $103.00 WD

These shells come from the same factory as the famed EXCALIBUR Artillery shell. Super 

brocade crown, green dahlia with silver crackle flower pistil, red white and blue peony, red and 

green wave with white strobe pistil, red chrusanthemum with white strobe pistil, green strobe 

with crackling pistil, mammoth white strobe peony, orange and blue peony, brocade crown to 

crackle, red green and blue peony, silver crackle flower chrysanthemum, green wave with 

white strobe pistil.

Color Rings Artillery 12/6 $58.50 SE

Saturn planet shells with assorted color rings and crackling pistils.

Crack Of Doom 40gm Canister Shells 8/12 $94.00 M NEW

Gold wave to green, willow w/ silver rain pistil, brocade crown, brocade crown w/ green strobe 

pistil, red peony w/ green pistil, titanium crackle flowers, green and purple peony, red to crackle 

peony, green to crackle peony, gold wave to red, crackle peony, gold wave.

Eliminator Assorted Shells  32 shells 60 breaks 4/1 $157.00 D
An assortment of cylinder, single double & triple artillery with big bursts.
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Eternity Canister Shells 12/8 $112.00 MB
Silver wave to red, multi color peony w/ crackling, red to green chrys., golden rain, brocade 

crown, silver glittering w/ red pistil, blue chrys. , golden willow w/ crackles.

Evil Balls with Whistling & Silver Tail 12/6 $49.75 MB

Whistling & silver tails to assorted crackling & color peonies.

Exterminator 60gm Canister Artillery  24/4 $129.00 MB 

These shells come from the same factory as the famed EXCALIBUR Artillery shell. 

Comes with 8 fiberglass launchers per carton 16 launchers total.   Jumbo silver 

chrysanthemum, lemon peony, brocade silver to blue, red dahlia with white glittering, silver 

wave to multicolor peony, blue chrysanthemum, gold chrysanthemum, multicolor crackling 

peony, green glittering with crackling, brocade crown with crackling, purple and green peony, 

multicolor peony to brocade, silver wave to red, brocade silver to yellow, blue with green glitter 

to brocade crown, purple palm, gold glittering brocade, purple peony, brocade silver to red, 

jumbo brocade crown, brocade to crackling palm, silver crackling palm, red and silver peony, 

jumbo crackling.

Front Lines Artillery with Silver Tails 12/12 $82.00 WD

12 different effects all with silver rising tails. Yellow peony with crackling, green peony with 

crackling, multicolor peony with crackling, silver peony, green strobe, red wave, silver coconut 

palm, white peony with crackle, silver glittering, super crackle, blue peony with crackling, red to 

silver peony.

"FX" Reloadable Comets  12/6 $81.00  D
2 each beautiful long tail silver comets, golden tail crackling comets and bright red comet with 

long silver tail.

"FX" Reloadable Mines 12/6 $81.00  D NEW

2 each beautiful long tail brocade mines to red strobe, golden tail crackling comets and bright 

red comet with long silver tail.

Grim Reaper 60 gm Canister Artillery 6/12 $97.50 D

12 different heavy burst artillery shells in foil packaging.

Incredible Balls Artillery 12/6 $53.00 M NEW

Green wave, brocade crown with greeb strobe pistil, purple and green peony, red and crackling 

rain, blue and crackling rain.

Independence & Liberty Artillery 6/2/12 $105.00 M NEW



Purple and green peony with time rain pistil, red and green waves with time rain pistil, red and 

silver peony,  brocade crown with green strobe pistil, silver crackle palm, gold wave with blue 

tips and red pistil, red and green waves with strobing red and green tips, green wave to green 

strobe with red stars, red wave with white strobe, red and green waves, silver willow with red 

pistil, purple and silver wave with time rain pistil. 
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ARTILLERY SHELL KITS Cont.

Liberty Artillery with Tails 6/12 $68.00 MB
Brocade silver to red, brocade silver to yellow, brocade silver to green, red chrys., gold willow  

w/ crackles, silver peony  red dahlia, green chrys., brocade crown, silver wave to green, blue to 

silver peony, multi color peony w/ crackle.

Looks Dangerous Artillery with Silver Tails 12/12 $82.00 WD

12 different effects all with silver rising tails.  Gold time rain, blue and crackle with silver palm 

pistil, red coconut palm, multicolor chrysanthemum with silver palm pistil, red with silver palm 

pistil, purple and green peony, gold time rain with silver ring, purple with time rain pistil, 

glittering gold with silver palm pistil, green strobe, silver palm tree, red to crackling.

Mammoth Artillery 60 gram Ball Shell 6/12 $94.00 D
New 60 gram egg shape artillery with big hard hitting round breaks.

Magnum Blast 1" Mini Artillery with Silver Tails 24/6 $43.75 M NEW

Little artillery with a big break, red wave, green wave, yellow wave, gold and blue, gold 

crackling, purple and green, all with silver rising tails.

Mini Mega Banger 1" Artillery 40/6 $70.50 MB NEW

Mini but mighty breaks of red, green, yellow, white, blue and crackle peonies.

Mystic Warrior Double Break Artillery 6/12 $98.75 M NEW

Red and white peony + brocade crown, green peony to crackle rain + red peony to crackle rain, 

purple peony + red peony, green to crackle rain + crackle rain, red wave + red peony with white 

strobe pistil, willow to green + crackle rain.

Nunchakus 60 grams Double Break 6/6 $79.00 W

Blue to white strobe peony + Silver wave with crackling pistil and red wave and white strobe 

mine, Green peony with gold strobe pistil + Purple peony with white strobe pistil and white 

strobe mine, Gold fire fly pistil to crackle flower + Red to white strobe peony and green strobe 

mine, White peony with gold strobe pistil + Red peony with crackling pistil and white strobe and 

crackle mine, Purple to crackle peony + Orange to white strobe peony and red wave and green 

strobe mine, Purple peony with green strobe pistil + Blue peony with gold strobe pistil and 

strobe and crackle mine.



Outclass Shell 6/12 $61.00 W

Purple peony, Red peony with silver crackle flower pistil, Silver wave to red, Lemon peony, 

Willow diadem with white strobe pistil, Green peony with gold strobe pistil,Silver wave to yellow 

with crackling pistil, Blue peony with lemon ring and gold strobe pistil, Red and green peony, 

Gold crackle wave palm, Silver crackling flowers.

Presidents Series Artillery 40 shells 76 breaks 2/1 $146.50 BP

A fantastic assortment of 40 and 60 gram canister shells, egg shells, single, double and triple 

break artillery shells.
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ARTILLERY SHELL KITS Cont.

Private Stash Canister Artillery 12/8 $112.00 BP

A very hard breaking and full of stars assortment of canister shells from Beihai fireworks 

factory. Very simular in performance as the old rambo kid artillery.

Quest 108 Premium Shells 2/6/12 $114.50 BP

Six large 60 gram canister shells and 12 assorted ball shells. 108 shells total.

Rubicon 88 shells 160 breaks 1/1 $132.00 BP
Single, double and triple break and canister shells.

Salute To The Union 60 shells 112 breaks 1/1 $113.50 M NEW

Single break canister and ball shells with effects like- red green and silver wave, silver crown 

with red pistil and silver tail, purple and silver wave with crackle rain pistil. Double break shells 

with effects like- green peony to crackle rain + red peony to crackle rain, red and white peony + 

red peony with white strobe  pistil,  willow to green + crackle rain. Triple break shells with 

effects like- green wave + blue wave + red with white strobe pistil, silver wave + red and green 

wave + crackle rain, red and crackle + green and crackle + red peony with white strobe pistil.

Smoke N’ Mirrors 60gm 4/18 $117.00 BP

18 large 60 gram shells and heavy duty mortar per carton. Super heavy and loud breaks.

Target Engaged Artillery with Silver Tails 12/12 $82.00 WD

12 different effects all with silver rising tails. Silver palm, gold palm, red coconut palm, blue 

stars and silver swimming fish, red blue silver with white glitter, green chrysanthemum with 

crackling, blue peony with crackling, red and blue with swarming bees, draggon eggs, red to 

crackling, silver glittering, blue peony with silver crackle flower pistil.



The Beast of Artillery 56 shot 104 break 1/1 $98.50 D
An assortment of canister, single, double and triple ball shells.

The Hammer / All Up Artillery w/ Mines 8/8 $71.50 MO NEW

Purple with white strobe pistil w/ white strobe mine, red to silver chrysanthemum w/ crackling 

mine, multicolor peony w/ crackling mine, red peony w/ crackle mine.

Top Shelf Artillery 6/12 $74.00  D
Red to white strobe, blue peony, brocade to red, green wave, red to loud silver crackle, golden 

wave, red wave, green strobe, blue to loud silver crackle, red white & blue peony, brocade to 

green, red to blue peony.

USA Double Break Shells 12/8 $119.50 MB
Gold peony + brocade crown, Brocade silver to blue + crackles, Silver peony + green strobe , 

Silver palm + multicolor peony, Gold willow + crackle chrys. , Red peony + blue peony , 

Multicolor peony + gold willow, Red wave + brocade silver to red.
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SKY ROCKETS

Air Warror Rocket   super hard assorted bursts 24/4 $82.00 WD

Assorted T0546 Rockets       glitterous lights, butterflies, cluster bees 36/12 $54.00 MB NEW

Banzai Rocket 24/6 $112.00 BP

Colorful Coconut Palm Rocket 24/5 $65.50 GP
Double Ring Rocket 24/4 $98.50 MB 
Gemini Program 12/6 $69.50  D
Heart of an Angel Rocket     amazing red, blue, purple and green heart 

shaped patterns
16/4 $92.00 M NEW

Parachute w/ Flare    96/6 $65.00 MB 
Ring Rocket 24/6 $93.00 D
Screaming Cracklers 72/12 $108.00 BP

Smiley Face Rocket 24/5 $81.50 MB

Star Fleet 10/10 $96.50 BP
Stellar Explosion   5 point star pattern w/ color change 24/4 $85.00 MB
Super Bomb Ball Shell Rocket   super hard assorted bursts 20/5 $84.00 WD
Whistling Texas Rocket with Double Report 96/6 $63.00 MB NEW

8 oz. Asst. 6 effects 36/12 $79.50 D

BOTTLE ROCKETS



Rising Sun Bottle Rocket with report  25/12/12 $45.00 MB NEW

Premium Moon Traveler with report 25/12/12 $47.50 MB 

Titanium Tail Premium Moon Traveler with report 25/12/12 $52.50 MB
XL Moon Traveler with report 20/12/6 $55.00 MB
Whistling Moon Travelers with report  value price item 20/12/12 $46.00 D
Whistling Premium Moon Travelers with report 20/12/12 $49.00 MB
Triple Whistling Moon Travelers with report 20/12/12 $52.50 D

FLYING ITEMS

Artificial Satellite 10/12/12 $81.50 MB

Darts / Speed Balls 4/40/6 $58.00 D

Large Sunflower 36/6 $69.50 MB
Magic Crystal 36/4 $93.50 BP

Soaring Diamond 36/4 $84.50 L

2 Color Space Ship 36/6 $73.50 MB
2 Stage Silver Jet 24/6 $44.50 D NEW
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ROMAN CANDLES

American Lancers 8 ball 36/4 $57.00  BP
Red, white, blue and gold crackling shots.

Assorted pack 8 ball MB128A 18/4 $61.50 MB
Whistling dragon, sky thunder, blue thunder, magic sky.

Assorted large candle 8 ball gatling pack 8/8 $59.50 MB
2 each green comets with loud reports, 4 color pearls to crackling, report with crackle tail, silver 

whistle tail to reports.

Assault Candle Assortment 12/12 $39.50 D
Color to Report, Crackling Candle, Color with Bomb, Flashing Salute, Color Tails Candle, 

Whistling Candle.

Color Thunder 10 ball  red and green stars to flash report 24/6 $56.00 MB NEW

Crazy Aces 5 shot 24/4 $74.00 BP 



Crazy Spades: red tail to white strobe and silver fish, blue tail to white strobes and reports, 

green tail to blue stars and report , white tail to red stars and report, pink tail to green stars and 

report.                                                                                                Crazy Diamonds: red tail 

to silver whistle, green tail to crackling, silver ripping titanium whistle, green tail to reports, 

golden crackling whistle.                                  Crazy Clubs: white tail to reports, yellow tail to 

report, green tail to reports, silver whistle tail to crackling, green tail to silver whirl wind.                                                 

Crazy Hearts: yellow tail to red green and white stars, purple tail to white strobes, red tail to 

silver dragon, silver spinning whistle to gold fish, green tail to silver whirl wind.                                                                                                                                                                  

Creatures of the Night 5 shot 9/8 $59.50 WD

Contains 2 each of the following: big silver whirl, blue tails to silver flying fish with crackle pistil, 

blue tails to blue peony with report, red and green peonies.

Cyber Candle 140 shot Candle Battery  Neon Colors 12/1 $58.00 MB

Flashing Thunder 10 ball 36/5 $63.50 MB
Magic Sky 8 ball  color changing stars 24/4 $58.50 MB NEW

Red to blue, white to green, red to green, red to crackle.

Magicial 10 Ball Mini Roman Candle 80/12 $65.50 MB
Multi Color 10 ball magic 24/6 $33.50 D
Neon Sky Candle Battery 200 shot 12/1 $64.00 MB NEW

Bright neon colors of purple, sea green ,lemon ,blue, and gold crackling.

Premium Pack Assorted 5 shot  Large 24/3 $71.50 GP

Pink Panther…5 shots of sparkling tail comets that burst into pink dahlias.                                           

Search & Destroy….5 shots of loud breaks of golden wave, red stars with white strobe.                                                                                                                                          

Something Fishy...5 shots of bright blue peony breaks with a school of silver fish.

Pyro Paint Balls 7 shot 21/10 $89.50 BP

Red,White & Blue 10 ball 36/5 $63.50 MB

Rocketing Stars 5 shot 11/7 $70.50 BP
Silver Whirlwind Candle 8 shot 24/4 $58.00 WD
Solar Punch 100 shot Candle Battery 12/1 $52.00 MB
Orange and lime green tails ending with a loud report.

Star & Report 10 ball 36/4 $35.50 MB

Red and green balls to firecracker reports.
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ROMAN CANDLES Cont.

Too Bright 196 shot Candle Battery 12/1 $53.50 MB 
Very bright green, orange, white, blue and gold crackling tails.

Top Gun Candle 5 shot  shell candle 18/4 $57.00 M NEW

Red tail to red peony shell burst, green tail to green peony shell burst.

Whiplash Crackling 10 ball 36/4 $43.50 BP



FOUNTAINS

Big Foot 12/1 $58.50 BP
Crescent Moon 12/1 $70.00 BP 
Cuckoo 24/6 $49.50 D
Dramatic Fantasy 12/4 $39.50 MB 
Ecstasy 36/1 $60.50 BP
Flashy Jewelry 12/1 $63.50 MB
Golden Anniversary 36/1 $56.50 MB  
HN 89 Asst. highest quality 18/4 $38.00 MB
Hot Potato 24/1 $54.50 BP
Killer Bee 24/4 $46.50 MB
Krakatoa 24/1 $55.00 BP

Magic Lantern 12/1 $55.00 BP 

Movie Time 24/1 $70.50 BP
Neon Smokeless Ftn. 4/20/5 $54.00 MB NEW

Noisy Niagara 24/1 $66.00 MB
Nuclear Physics 12/1 $45.50 BP NEW

Palm Party Assorted 4/3 $47.00 W 
Party Pyrometer 500gm 4/1 $42.50 BP
Pure Fantasy 36/1 $82.50 BP
Rain Dance / Rose Garden  Ftn. 9/4 $41.00 MB NEW

Seasons in the Sun 500gm 4/1 $55.00 MB 

Superstar Fountain 24/1 $54.50 MB NEW

Mega Banger 24/40/16 $51.00 MB

Dominator  12/80/16 $48.00 D

Thunder Dragon 8/40/50 $43.00 WD

Dominator  8/20/100 $43.00 D
Thunder Dragon 8/20/100 $43.00 WD

Dominator  4/10/400 $44.00 D

Mega Banger 8/10/200 $44.00 MB
Mega Banger  Roll Pack 16/1000 $43.00 MB
Thunder Dragon 16/ 1000 $41.00 WD
Mega Banger 2/8000 $43.00 MB
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FIRECRACKERS Cont.



Mega Banger 1/ 16,000 $41.00 MB
M-100 Big Red Bangers 4/30/12 $49.50 GP
Mighty Crackers (box) 100/100 $42.00 MB
Mega Banger Lady Finger Crackers 32/40/40 $89.25 MB

GROUND  ITEMS, SPARKLERS & MSC. 

Champagne Party Poppers 20/72 $56.00 D

Champagne Party Poppers w/ bag and header 16/24/6 $40.00 WD

Color Smoke Balls 20/6/12 $49.00 MB
Color Smoke Balls Clay 20/6/12 $52.50 D
Crackling Balls 16/12/6 $37.50  MB
Dancing Butterfly Surprise 30/6 $47.50 MB

Disco Flash 6/40/6 $45.50 MB

Giant Smoke in the can 3 Color Change  18/4 $84.50  MB

Glow In The Dark Sparklers  red, green, blue, purple, yellow and pink 9/30/5 $73.00 M NEW

Ground Bloom Flowers 20/12/6 $47.50  MB

Hot Pink Mega Smoke  deep long lasting hot pink color smoke 24/6 $60.00 D NEW

Jumping Jacks 20/48/12 $45.50 MB D
Snappers Throw Pops Lg. Box 6/40/50 $40.00  MB D

Snap Dragons Throw Pops Med. Box 8/40/50 $41.00 WD

Star Ball Contribution 2” 36/4 $69.50 MB
# 8 Sparklers Gold Bamboo 24/12/6 $42.50 D  MB
# 8 Color Asst. Sparklers Bamboo 24/12/6 $43.50 D  MB
# 10 Sparklers Gold Bamboo 24/12/8 $55.00 D  MB
# 10 Color Asst. Sparklers Bamboo 24/12/8 $57.00  MB
# 10 Crackling Sparklers 24/12/8 $52.00 D
# 14 Gamma Glow   bright  neon color sparklers 5 different hot colors 3/50/5 $76.00 D
# 20 Gold Wedding Sparklers in white fancy box 3/4/3/8 $55.50 D
Mega Smoke Asst. Colors.     Red, blue, yellow, green 24/6 $52.00 D
Mega Smoke White 24/6 $48.00 D
2 Minute Smoke Screen White    6/24 $64.00 D
Morning Glories 10" Box   Assorted 2 pcs. ea. Yellow, red and green 48/5/6 $41.00 WD
Morning Glories 14" 15/24/6 $46.75 D MB
36” Morning Glory 72/6 $60.00 MB



Whip Crackin’ Bangers  safe sane happy news / magic whip item 36/1 $72.00  MB
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ASSORTMENTS

Captains Choice Rocket Assortment 5/1 $87.00 D

A big assortment of sky rockets such as Bunker Busters, Ring Rockets, Texas Pop, Cluster 

Bees, Glitterous Lights, Butterflies, Parachute with Flare, etc.

Eruption Assortment   Safe and Sane 6/1 $80.50 D NEW

A medium size tray asortment of small and medium size assortment od box and cylinder 

fountains.

Family Pack #1   Safe and Sane 18/1 $113.00 MB

A tray pack safe sane assortment of party poppers, disco strobe flash, snaps, sparklers, tube 

and box fountains.

Fire Thunder Assortment 1/1 $84.00 D
A great assortment tray of 200 gram cakes and artillery shells.

Dominator Bag Assortment  6/1 $62.50 D

Contains over 20 different items aerial repeaters, fountains, firecrackers, spinners, sparklers 

and roman candles.

Kids Fun Pack Assortment   Safe and Sane 24/1 $74.00 D

Tray pack of different types of SAFE & SANE items.

King Assortment 4/1 $175.00 MB

A large size  tray asortment of 200 gram cakes, single tubes, artillery shells, fountains, 

sparklers & novelties.

Liberty Assortment 4/1 $143.50 MB
A large size  tray asortment of 200 gram cakes, single tubes, artillery shells, fountains, 

sparklers & novelties.

Supreme Dominance   1/1 $86.50 D

A jumbo-sized box assortment with artillery, large aerials and large fountains. 



Tornado Assortment   Safe and Sane 18/1 $100.50 D NEW

A tray pack safe sane assortment of party poppers,  snaps, sparklers, tube, cone and box 

fountains.

Wild Dragon Blast 1/1 $56.00 WD

Contains 2 - 500 gram cakes and 4 boxes of 12/1 fancy artillery shells with tails.

Dragon Blast II 1/1 $55.00 D
A great box assortment of 2 - 12/1 Artillery shells w/ tails, 8 pcs 5 shot creatures of the night 

roman candles, 5 pcs 200 gram cakes and 2 pcs 200 gram fancy fountains.
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NOVELTY  ITEMS

Comanche Helicopter 72/1 $69.25 BP

Snakes Assortment Pack 144/6/6 $60.00 MB

Tank with Report 40/12 $98.00 D

Whistling Chaser with Report 10/12/12 $53.50 MB

Jumbo Firehead Punk 200/3 $39.50 M NEW

SKY LANTERNS

Sky Lanterns.  Assorted Colors.  Day or Night Use . 
 Red, purple, yellow, green, white and blue colors . Non pyrotechnic item.  

This item made popular by the Disney Movie "Tangled" . Just light the fuel 

block under the lantern at watch the hot air balloon rise high into the sky in 

the day.  Illuminates the color of the lantern at night and softly floats away 

into the night sky.

50/1 $55.00 D

Sky Lanterns.  American Flag.  Day or Night Use . NEW

White sky lantern with a large american flag.  3 cheers for the red, white and 

blue! 50/1 $60.00 D

Sky Lanterns.  Mini.  Day or Night Use . 



50/1 $60.00 D NEW

Sky Lanterns. Jumbo.  Day or Night Use . 

50/1 $75.00 D NEW

BULK Fuse For the 1.4G Pro

Visco safety fuse 100 ft. roll  GREEN burn rate approx. 3 sec. per INCH  
100' roll $14.00

Medium Fast Visco 20 ft. roll PINK burn rate approx. 10 seconds per 

FOOT
20' roll $3.00

Fast Visco 65 ft. roll YELLOW burn rate approx. 3 seconds per FOOT 65' roll $10.00
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FUSE
Packaged for Consumer Sales with Header and Punch Hole 

Regular Speed Safety fuse.  For rapid fire of cakes, rockets or artillery shell 

barrages.  Perfect for the grand finale.  3 mm diameter  (3/32")  approx.  

28 -30 seconds per foot burn time.    One 20 foot roll per package.                                               

48/1 $125.00

Sh
o

gu
n

Fast Speed Safety fuse.  For rapid fire of cakes, rockets or artillery shell 

barrages.  Perfect for the grand finale.  3 mm diameter  (3/32")  approx.  5 

seconds per foot burn time.                                                                            

One 20 foot roll per package. 

48/1 $125.00

Sh
o

gu
n

1  7/8" Mortar Racks
Professional grade HDPE mortars with wood bottom plugs assembled 

in a durable wood frame rack.  

These are ready to go assembled  mortar racks.  They will fit any and all 

1.75" - 1.90" artillery shells.  Single, double, triple, quad, canister and 

60gm long canister shells.  Even 1.3G type 1.75" - 1.90" shells.  Great for 

10 shot vertical rack with bottom support stand each $38.00 USA



30 shot W -shape  fan with  bottom support stand each $112.00 USA

50 shot fan "finale" rack with bottom support stand each $179.00 USA

Fiberglass Mortars
1 7/8 “      13.7”  length each $2.30

2”            14 ½ “ length each $2.75

2 ½”        15 ¾”  length each $3.25

3”            17.7”   length each $4.25

4”            21.6”   length each $6.35

5”            31 ½”  length each $9.50

6”            35 ½”  length each $14.50

8”            43.2”   length each $28.50

10”            53”    length each $55.00

12”            63”    length each $66.00

Welcome to our NEW 1.3G professional display section.  Little 

China has merged with Casabella Pyrotechnics to increase our 

selection of fireworks for all of your celebration needs. We also 

have added video links to some of our 1.4Pro and 1.3G items.  So 

please check out our fantastic items. Our NEW Indiana address 

and contact info is available at the bottom of the pricelist.

6345 Dixie Rd SW, Mauckport IN, 47142

Description Pkg Piece Price Item Code

Pink Crossette w White Strobe Mine 12/1 $12.00 $109.00 PFX13FR-1
Brocade Comet w Green Strobe Mine 12/1 $12.00 $109.00 PFX13FR-2
Silver Tiger Tail w Red Strobe Mine 12/1 $12.00 $109.00 PFX13FR-3

Gold Tiger Tail w Green Strobe Mine 12/1 $12.00 $109.00 PFX13FR-4

Gold Glitter Tail w Blue Mine 12/1 $12.00 $109.00 PFX13FR-5

White Strobe Mine 12/1 $12.00 $109.00 PFX13FR-6

Dominator 13 shot fan slices all fired at once

2015 Little China / Casabella Pyrotechnics 1.4 Pro Catalog



Brocade and Red Star Mine to White Strobe Willow Shells 12/1 $12.00 $109.00 PFX13FR-7

Color Pearls to Tourbillions 12/1 $12.00 $109.00 PFX13FR-9

Crackling Crossettes 12/1 $12.00 $109.00 5216

Thousand Bees Bombard w Silver Tail 8/1 $12.00 $75.00 ATF30x9-B19
Blue Star + Silver Fish Bombard w Red Tail 8/1 $12.00 $75.00 ATF30x9-B45
Pink Bombard w Pink Tail 8/1 $12.00 $75.00 ATF30x9-B91
Photo Flash Bombard 8/1 $16.00 $99.00 ATF40x7-B93

Multi Color Bombard w Silver Tail w Multi color star mine 8/1 $13.00 $79.00 ATF30x9-BH04

Cardinal Purple Bombard w Gold Glitter Tail w Purple Star Mine 8/1 $13.00 $79.00 ATF30x9-BH13

Yellow Go Getter 6/1 $23.00 $99.00 ATF50x5-ED4

Purple Go Getter 6/1 $23.00 $99.00 ATF50x5-ED5

Multi Color Go Getter 6/1 $23.00 $99.00 ATF50x5-ED11

Twilight Glitter Comet w Blue Tip 8/1 $12.00 $72.00 FCO30x9-C32
White Strobe Comet w Green Tip 8/1 $12.00 $72.00 FCO30x9-C35

Crackling Comet w Red Tip 8/1 $12.00 $72.00 FCO30x9-C36

Crackling Comet 8/1 $12.00 $72.00 FCO30x9-C13

Red Criss Cross 8/1 $15.00 $89.00 FCO30x9-E04

Green Criss Cross 8/1 $15.00 $89.00 FCO30x9-E05

Gold Wave Criss Cross 8/1 $15.00 $89.00 FCO30x9-E05A
Tourbillion Mine w Blue Tail 8/1 $18.00 $105.00 FCO40x7-E08

Multi Color Hummers 8/1 $18.00 $105.00 FCO40x7-E23

RWB Mine Fan Lollipop 3/1 $30.00 $73.00 TLP40x9-EA15A

Twilight Glitter Comet w Multi Color Mine Lollipop 3/1 $30.00 $75.00 WLP25x15EBO4

Blue  Peony 24/1 $4.00 $77.00 PFX62BB-B

Gold  Peony 24/1 $4.00 $77.00 PFX62BB-G

Red  Peony 24/1 $4.00 $77.00 PFX62BB-R

Variegated  Peony 24/1 $4.00 $77.00 PFX62BB-V

White  Peony 24/1 $4.00 $77.00 PFX62BB-W

Silver Chry 24/1 $4.00 $77.00 PFX62BB-S

Red Peony to delayed crackle 24/1 $4.00 $77.00 PFX90T

Willow to color tips 24/1 $4.00 $77.00 PFX92T

Brocade to Red Tips 24/1 $4.00 $77.00 PFX94T

Red Ring, Blue Bowtie 24/1 $4.00 $77.00 PFX96T

Silver Mine 100/1 $3.00 $229.00 PFX063

Aqua&Pink Mine 100/1 $3.00 $229.00 PFX064

Single Shot preloaded tubes - Mines, Comets, and Shells

Vulcan modular cakes - FCO = fan wipe from one side to the other, or light the center fuse for a curtain wipe, 

ATF = all together fired

Dominator Single Shot tube items

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z84M_n-nhXA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffNXpCvNfjI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpyUnNzodi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpyUnNzodi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8z1uYA1aZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwKQZ5RsBLE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHMuiNDNtIU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEYWSz-ROd8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fb3VJw-5YLE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXrE_1SSduw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9ECqrnby4w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ea4OAvPvlo


Blue Mine 70/1 $3.00 $129.00 PFX50MN-B

Green Mine 70/1 $3.00 $129.00 PFX50MN-G

Orange Mine 70/1 $3.00 $129.00 PFX50MN-O

Purple Mine 70/1 $3.00 $129.00 PFX50MN-P

Red Mine 70/1 $3.00 $129.00 PFX50MN-R

Yellow Mine 70/1 $3.00 $129.00 PFX50MN-Y

Brocade Mine 70/1 $3.00 $129.00 PFX50MN-BR

Gold Blink 70/1 $3.00 $129.00 PFX50MN-GB

Red Strobe Mine 70/1 $3.00 $129.00 PFX50MN-RS

White Srobe Mine 70/1 $3.00 $129.00 PFX50MN-WS

Crackle Mine 70/1 $3.00 $129.00 PFX50MN-CR

Blue Meteor w/ Blue Mine 50/1 $2.00 $78.00 PFX35CM-BD

Crackle Tail w/ Crackle Mine 50/1 $2.00 $78.00 PFX35CM-CRD

Green Meteor w/ Green Mine 50/1 $2.00 $78.00 PFX35CM-GD

Orange Meteor w/ Orange Mine 50/1 $2.00 $78.00 PFX35CM-OD

Purple Meteor w/ Purple Mine 50/1 $2.00 $78.00 PFX35CM-PD

Red Meteor w/ Red Mine 50/1 $2.00 $78.00 PFX35CM-RD

White Meteor w/ White Mine 50/1 $2.00 $78.00 PFX35CM-WD

 Yellow Meteor w/ Yellow Mine 50/1 $2.00 $78.00 PFX35CM-YD

Silver Tiger Tail 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX083

Red Tiger Tail 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX084

Green Tiger Tail 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX085

Blue Meteor 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-B

Blue  w/ strobe willow tail 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-BT

Green Meteor 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-G

Green  w/ strobe willow tail 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-GT

Orange Meteor 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-O

Orange w/ strobe willow tail 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-OT

Purple Meteor 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-P

Purple  w/ strobe willow tail 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-PT

Red Meteor 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-R

Red w/ strobe willow tail 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-RT

White Meteor 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-W

Yellow Meteor 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-Y

Yellow w/strobe willow tail 50/1 $2.00 $72.00 PFX35CM-YT

Photo Flash Bombard 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)B93

Pixie Dust Bombard 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)B82

Multi Color Falling Leaves Bombard w Purple Tail 50/1 $2.00 $75.00 RCS50(S)B67

Cardinal Purple Bombard w Gold Glitter Tail w Purple Star Mine 50/1 $2.00 $75.00 RCS50(S)BH13

Vulcan Single Shot tube items

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwNghq6pn7I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ttka7duKW0o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exu-L7DH2GI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zmey9h8PONw


Red Star Bombard with Silver tail with Red Star Mine 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)BH15

Red Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED1

Green Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED2

Yellow Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED4

Purple Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED5

Multi Color Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED11

Orange Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED12

Photo Flash Bombard 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)B93

Pixie Dust Bombard 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)B82

Multi Color Falling Leaves Bombard w Purple Tail 50/1 $2.00 $75.00 RCS50(S)B67

Cardinal Purple Bombard w Gold Glitter Tail w Purple Star Mine 50/1 $2.00 $75.00 RCS50(S)BH13

Red Star Bombard with Silver tail with Red Star Mine 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)BH15

Red Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED1

Green Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED2

Yellow Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED4

Purple Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED5

Multi Color Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED11

Orange Go Getter 50/1 $3.00 $85.00 RCS50(S)ED12

12s Rings 4/1 $82.00 PFX5011

60s Fan Rapid Gold Comets 1/1 $36.00 PFX186C5

12s Silver Crackling Crossettes 6/1 $43.00 PFX35CCS

Brocade to Blue Mine 4/1 $82.00 PFX5016B

40s Glitter Zipper Fan 2/1 $47.00 PFX5166

Color Smoke with Whistles 4/1 $71.00 PFX5218

10s Color and Willow 4/1 $64.00 PFX5217

25s Instant Crackle Fan 4/1 $82.00 PFX548C

 100 Shot Scrambling Comets 2/1 $92.00 PFX5113

25s Fan - Color tipped serpents 4/1 $82.00 PFX5210

25s Fan - Silver strobe waterfall 4/1 $82.00 PFX5212

25s Fan - color falling leaves waterfall 4/1 $82.00 PFX5214

30 shots vertical silver scrambling comets 4/1 $82.00 PFX-LT-4

10s Vertical 2" RWB Peony 4/1 $82.00 PFX574A

10s Vertical 2" Brocade / Red Pistil 4/1 $82.00 PFX574B

10s Vertical 2" Crackle 4/1 $82.00 PFX574C

10s Vertical 2" White Strobe 4/1 $82.00 PFX590

10s Vertical 2" Shells Red Strobe 4/1 $82.00 PFX591

Vulcan 325s Crackling Peacock 1/1 $60.00 SVRF01A

Vulcan 325s Multi Color Peacock 1/1 $60.00 SVRF01B

1.4Pro Mulit Shot Cakes - ALL with ematch port and quick to the lift

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cAkCPfm59Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlkG3X3wOcA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lixNm79jPok
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=muckguRQoNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6V7XrvgPHuc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hb0mguBss58
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwNghq6pn7I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ttka7duKW0o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exu-L7DH2GI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zmey9h8PONw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cAkCPfm59Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlkG3X3wOcA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lixNm79jPok
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=muckguRQoNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6V7XrvgPHuc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hb0mguBss58
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiKI8efihwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1R_VKZ6aHA


0.5 Sec Red flame 100/1 $2.00 $175.00 PFS101

0.5 Sec Blue flame 100/1 $2.00 $175.00 PFS102

0.5 Sec Green flame 100/1 $2.00 $175.00 PFS103

Fountain - 4 Sec 6 M -Blue 6/10 $35.00 $169.00 PFS028

Fountain - 4 Sec 6 M -Green 6/10 $35.00 $169.00 PFS029

Fountain - 4 Sec 6 M -Red 6/10 $35.00 $169.00 PFS030

Fountain - 4 Sec 6 M -Silver 6/10 $35.00 $169.00 PFS031

Fountain - 4 Sec 6 M -Yellow 6/10 $35.00 $169.00 PFS032

Fountain - 4 Sec 6 M -Purple 6/10 $35.00 $169.00 PFS032-P

Flame - 30 Sec 0.5M -Blue 50/1 $4.00 $149.00 PFS044-B

Flame - 30 Sec 0.5M -Green 50/1 $4.00 $149.00 PFS044-G

Flame - 30 Sec 0.5M -Purple 50/1 $4.00 $149.00 PFS044-P

Flame - 30 Sec 0.5M -Red 50/1 $4.00 $149.00 PFS044-R

Flame - 30 Sec 0.5M -Yellow 50/1 $4.00 $149.00 PFS044-Y

Falme - 60 Sec Assorted Color 12/5 $4.00 $165.00 PFS045X

Wheel - 50 Sec gold sun 10/1 $10.00 $75.00 PFS050

60 Sec 5 M Outdoor Waterfall 10/1 $15.00 $110.00 PFS054

Silver Burst Point Explosion 100/1 $2.00 $155.00 PFS041

Red Burst Point Explosion 100/1 $2.00 $155.00 PFS042

Strobe - 30 Sec Strobe-Silver 100/1 $2.00 $189.00 PFS037-S

Strobe - 30 Sec Strobe-Green 100/1 $2.00 $189.00 PFS037-G

Strobe - 30 Sec Strobe-Red 100/1 $2.00 $189.00 PFS037-R

Various Rozzi Gerbs - High quality 1/1 $5.00 ROZZGERB

Various color 60 sec lance 144/1 $35.00 LANCE

Ground effect type items - Build your pyromuscial foundation

Pickup address: 6345 Dixie Rd SW, Mauckport IN, 47142

Thank you for your business

Contact us:

Billing address: 6377 Hwy 62 NE, Lanesville IN, 47136

Shipping is available on these items and other 1.4 consumer items via UPS Freight

Sales tax shall be deducted for any orders that are shipped out of state

www.casapyro.com    Jerry@casapyro.com    Harrison@casapyro..com

All items listed above are for qualified professional shooters only



Visit our website by going to www.casapyro.com

Backwards compatible with ATF original firing system equiment. Manual or computer firing.

Volume reward credits are now available, see website for details

May 2, 2015 at our pick up address

Contact Harrison  for questions via email:

harrison@casapyro.com

APEX Firing Systems, Affordable Professional Grade Systems 
30 independent cue per second capability, expandable to 18,432 cues. Easy to use hardware and SOFTWARE

Join us on Facebook for news and events, search Casabella Pyrotechnics

2015 Casabella Pyrotechnics/Little China Fireworks 1.3g Catalog
Freedom, Dominator, Lidu, Vulcan and more!

See many of the items on this list in person at our demo

We will match any competitors price on identical items

Current BATFE Federal Explosives Permit or qualified government letterhead is required for purchase

We accept Visa/Mastercard/Discover with a 2% processing fee. Checks accepted on a case by case basis.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exu-L7DH2GI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlkG3X3wOcA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cAkCPfm59Y
mailto:harrison@casapyro.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwNghq6pn7I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zmey9h8PONw


PKG Price Duration

1/1 $85.00 30s

2/1 $79.00 30s

4/1 $99.00

1/1 $75.00

1/1 $85.00 30s

1/1 $98.00 45s

1/1 $98.00 45s

2/1 $89.00 15s

2/1 $89.00 15s

2/1 $89.00 20s

2/1 $89.00 60s

2/1 $89.00 20s

2/1 $89.00 20s

2/1 $89.00 20s

1/1 $99.00 30s

1/1 $99.00 30s

1/1 $99.00 4s

1/1 $159.00 35s

1/1 $159.00 5s

1/1 $129.00 45s

4/1 $59.00 45s

1/1 $65.00 25s

1/1 $89.00 18s

1/1 $79.00 25s

1/1 $69.00 20s

1/1 $69.00 20s

1/1 $69.00 20s

6/1 $89.00 15s

2/1 $69.00 25s

2/1 $69.00 25s

2/1 $59.00 15s

2/1 $59.00 15s

Dominator Fireworks

2.5" 36s Titanium Salute w Silver Tail

Lidu Fireworks

2" 50s Skys Over Baghdad

Item (click on the item to launch the video) LINKS WILL BE EFFECTIVE SOON

250s Brocade Comet W Shape

250s Brocade Comet and Brocade Middle Break W Shape

48s RWB Mines on the Water

48s Brocade Mines on the Water

NEW 48s Color Tail to Color Willow on the Water

48s New Color Flames on the Water

2.5" 36s Red White and Blue Peonies w Salute Finale

2.5" 36s Titanium Salute w Silver Tail 4 Sec

2" 50s Skys Over Baghdad

 NEW 40s Fan shaped Blue White Red White Blue crossettes

 NEW 100s RWB tail Thunder King

2" 50s Peanut Willow

36s Future War 2.0

90S W Shape Red, White, & Blue

50'S Vertical Red Strobe Willow

81s Red and Green tail to Red and Green Meteor

64s Vertical Horsetail

100s Fan White Strobe Mine to White Strobe

100s Vertical White Strobe Waterfall

25s Purple and White

49'S Fan - Gold Strobe W/ Purple Pistil

49s Gold Strobe

50s Vertical Lemon and Crackle

100s Silver Crackling Tail with R and G Mine to Brocade Crown

48s New Color Crossettes on the Water

Multi Shot Display Cakes - Timing on cakes is closely estimated

NEW 100s Colorful Salute

100s New Type Crossette

48s Colorful Salutes on the Water

48s Crackling Crossettes on the Water

80s New Color Peony and Salute - Z shape

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiKI8efihwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=muckguRQoNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hb0mguBss58
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lixNm79jPok
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1R_VKZ6aHA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5Q_43pIXhk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVNxLmQren4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9hO89MbRZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFmCWUR4rH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PgW0Kn1Z3gg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6V7XrvgPHuc


2/1 $69.00 15s

6/1 $79.00

1/1 $55.00 15s

1/1 $69.00 20s

1/1 $69.00

1/1 $59.00

1/1 $69.00

1/1 $109.00

1/1 $65.00

1/1 $79.00

1/1 $79.00

1/1 $79.00

1/1 $79.00

1/1 $65.00 20s

1/1 $65.00 20s

1/1 $65.00 20s

1/1 $65.00 20s

1/1 $89.00 30s

1/1 $95.00 30s

1/1 $89.00 30s

1/1 $89.00

1/1 $89.00

1/1 $99.00

1/1 $99.00

1/1 $89.00 18s

2/1 $69.00 25s

2/1 $69.00 25s

2/1 $75.00 30s

2/1 $75.00 30s

4/1 $69.00 15s

4/1 $69.00 15s

4/1 $69.00

1/1 $99.00 15s

1/1 $75.00 20s

1/1 $79.00 20s

1/1 $79.00 30s

1/1 $79.00 30s

1/1 $79.00 30s

1/1 $85.00 30s

Freedom Fireworks

NEW 25S 2.5 Inch Red/Blue W Silver Strobe Willow W/Tail

600s Z: Comet, Color, Whistle, Tourbillion, Willow, Crackling, Salute

130s Z Rainbow Tail Comets

 50s Straight Assortment #1

100S - Vertical - White Crackling Willow

100s Fan Wave Willow with Blue Pistil

100s Z shape P, P, G, Y, O, B, colored Crossettes

  100s Fan Gold and Blue Mine to Gold Wave to Red

 NEW 100s Fan Wave Mine and Blue Mine

25s Straight Assortment #2

NEW 2.5" 25s Fan Red, Green, Silver, Purple, Blue, all with matching tail

NEW 25s Red Tail up to Silver Fish with Blue Pistil

300s Red, Green, Blue and Yellow  Scrambling Comets

65s Z Twitter Glitter Tail to Blue Pistil w/ R,G,Y Leaves

100s Silver Comets to Report

 50s Straight Assortment #2

49s Fanned Assortment #1

49s Fanned Assortment #2

25s Straight Assortment #1

100s Fan Mix #1 Peony, Dragon Egg, Willow, Color Strobe, Crackling

100s Fan Mix #2 Peony, Willow to Blue , Green Strobe, Time Rain, Salute

100s Fan Gold Silk Willow

100S - Blue Tail To White Strobe W/ Var Falling Leaves

100s Z Silver Strobe Mine with Blue Tails To Blue & Red Strobe Peony

 NEW 100S Z Silver Serpent To Var Peony

NEW 364'S Fast Z Fan Lemon & Purple Crossette

NEW 188S W Shape Red/White/Blue Tail To Salute 

NEW 50S 2 Inch Multi-Color Willow W/ Tail

NEW 50S 2 Inch Red/Blue W Silver Crackle W/Tail

NEW 90s W Silver Mine+ Red wave tail to Red and Blue Chrys.

NEW 240s Z Five Color Crackling Fire Tree

100S Z Shape Blue Mine to White Strobe Waterfall

 NEW 20S Daytime Color Smoke W/Salute

 NEW 50'S Fan Blue And Crackle Mine To Red Strobe Shells

200'S Vertical Whistle Tail To Green Strobe

100S Z Red Comets To Horsetail

 NEW 300S Z Colorful World 

NEW 50S 2 Inch Blue To Brocade W/ Brocade Tail

100S - Z-Shape - Blue Tail To Blue + Var Falling Leaves

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZCydyxotDOE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvAWapKUPio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W61-sJxOQM8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dRqd0l4Fw0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cx9oKcxV4GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0a500hNFMI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Mw_sErwsDE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbdCVHMM1C4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJbeh6cej4o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CM-EUVdUYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jPTgtvtxpA


1/1 $99.00 30s

1/1 $99.00 30s

1/1 $89.00 40s

1/1 $85.00 35s

1/1 $99.00 12s

1/1 $99.00 52s

1/1 $99.00 35s

1/1 $89.00 45s

1/1 $69.00 30s

1/1 $79.00 35s

1/1 $79.00

1/1 $79.00

1/1 $79.00

1/1 $85.00 15s

1/1 $59.00

1/1 $129.00 12s

1/1 $79.00 30s

4/1 $65.00 4s

2/1 $69.00 4s

1/1 $79.00 35s

1/1 $79.00 35s

1/1 $65.00 40s

1/1 $72.00 40s

1/1 $72.00 40s

1/1 $69.00 40s

1/1 $65.00 30s

1/1 $59.00 40s

1/1 $59.00 40s

1/1 $72.00 40s

1/1 $79.00 5s

1/1 $69.00 50s

1/1 $69.00 40s

1/1 $59.00 40s

1/1 $64.00 40s

1/1 $55.00 40s

1/1 $149.00 8s

1/1 $32.00 4s

2.5" 36s Ring with Strobe Pistil - Saturn effect

70s Blue Arrow

100s Fan Silver Pine and Blue

2" 9 Tube Red Tail to HEAVY Crackle - 7 shots per tube for 63 total breaks

49s Red Mine to Salute - Quick Spring

2" 50s Brocade to Red and Brocade to Green

50s 2" Color Peony with Brocade Waterfall Finale

2" 49s Peony for Spring

2.5" 36s Brocade with Red Falling Leaves FINALE CAKE

2.5" 36s Brocade with Red Strobe Pistil

 NEW 64s Twilight Glitter Mine to Twilight Glitter to Purple 

NEW 50s Dark Salute

NEW 100s Silver Tail to Multicolor Starburst

NEW 64s Long Duration Silver Willow Shells

 NEW 25s Red, Green, and Purple Wagon Wheel w Silver Tail

NEW 540s Flash Thunder w Multicolor Tail - Peacock salute cake

70s Silver Eagle Exhibition Wing

70s Silver Eagle Exhibition Wing with Blue Mine

NEW 300s Green Glittering Willow w Blue Tip Comet

NEW 100s Twilight Glitter Criss Cross

NEW 100s Green to Crackling Criss Cross

 NEW 96s Split Color Curtain Raiser

 NEW 100s Silver Tail to Multi Color Break

 NEW 100s Hummers 

 NEW 100s Curtain Raiser II 

 NEW 100s Hammer Box No. 8

 NEW 100s National Salute

 NEW 100s Pyro Fantasy

2.5" 36s Mixed Effects

2.5" 36s Color Peony w Palm Pistil and Crackling Mine

Vulcan Premium Fireworks

200s W Red White and Blue Breaks

200s W Red White and Blue tails to Salute

100s Fan Purple and Gold Wave Comet

100s Fan Silver Chrys with Silver Chrys Mine

130s W Sides Blue Tail, Center Brocaade to Blue

61s Straight and Fan Mixed Effects

665s Peacock Fan Red Strobe Willow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCIqdediwMk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQt3dekSTSQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npZnZtn5u0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-DdC4lNWeQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSTOWB3n50I
http://shogunvulcan.com/file/product/f4d0f0850ba5a6.avi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JexhYFuiB-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jgoU5v8_xM


12/1 $73.00 15s

12/1 $73.00 20s

12/1 $73.00 20s

12/1 $73.00 4s

12/12 $129.00

12/12 $129.00

24/4 $159.00

24/4 $139.00

24/4 $139.00

16/6 $139.00

36/2 $189.00

24/2 $149.00

36/2 $189.00

36/2 $179.00

36/2 $179.00

36/2 $189.00

36/2 $189.00

12/6 $149.00

18/4 $189.00

18/2 $179.00

18/2 $169.00

9/4 $185.00

4/9 $185.00

5/6 $179.00

36/1 $179.00

36/1 $179.00

18/2 $189.00

Various Brands 12/1 Thunder King Cakes
Wizard Flights of five - 5 tubes shoot at a time

Dominator Strobing tail

Freedom RWB tail

Freedom Cluster Bomb - 25s all at once

4" Freedom Extra Fancy Assortment 18 effects with tails

3" Freedom Fancy Assortment with tails

3" Freedom Extra Fancy Assortment with tails

NEW 3" Freedom BUDGET Assortment - Peonies and Salutes - NO TAILS

NEW 3" Freedom custom RWB Assortment with MATCHING COLOR tails

4" Assortments

 NEW 4" Freedom Crossette Assortment 9 varieties

NEW 4" Freedom Strobe Waterfall Assortment 5 varieties

4" Freedom Yuan Yang Assortment 36 effects No tails

Shell Assortments - Full cases only - Click here to see effects
Lidu 1.75" and Dominator 2"

1.75" Lidu Color Assortment

NEW 2" Dun Pai "Versa" Asst B1 - 12 Effects

Dominator Fireworks

2.5" Dun Pai "Prestige A1" Asst - 24 Effects w/ Tails

Freedom Fireworks

2.5" Freedom Fancy Assortment all with Glitter Tails

2.5" Freedom Jinshan Assortment

2.5" Freedom Strobing Peony Assortment

NEW 4" Freedom Thundering Peony Assortment 4 varieties

Dominator Fireworks

Freedom Fireworks

2.5" Assortments

3" Assortments

Dominator Fireworks

   4" Dun Pai "Prestige A1" Asst - 18 Effects w/ Tails

4" Dun Pai "Matching" Asst B2 - 18 Effects w/ Tails

   3" Dun Pai "Prestige A1" Asst - 36 Effects w/ Tails

   3" Dun Pai "Prestige A2" Asst - 24 Effects w/ Tails PREMIUM ASST.

   3" Dun Pai "Perfect B3" Asst - 36 Effects w/ Tails

Freedom Fireworks

3" Dun Pai "Matching" Asst B2 - 36 Effects w/ Tails

3" Freedom Deluxe B Assortment with tails

4" Freedom Fancy Assortment 36 effects No tails



18/2 $195.00

6/6 $195.00

12/3 $225.00

9/4 $265.00

9/2 $165.00

9/2 $165.00

18/1 $169.00

18/1 $169.00

18/1 $169.00

6/3 $159.00

6/3 $169.00

18/1 $265.00

9/1 $135.00

9/1 $139.00

9/1 $139.00

9/1 $139.00

9/1 $159.00

9/1 $139.00

9/1 $139.00

9/1 $139.00

3/3 $139.00

3/3 $225.00

9/1 $219.00

6/1 $179.00

NEW 5" Vulcan Sweeper (Ghost) Ring Asst 5 Assorted Colors 18 shells

6" Assortments

8" Assortments

6" Dun Pai "Matching" Asst B2 - 9 Matching Effects, 1/2 w/ Tails

Freedom Fireworks

6" Lidu C Assortment 9/1 Pattern Shells w NO Tails

6" Lidu E Assortment 9/1 w Tails

NEW 4" Vulcan Assorted Color Criss Cross 3 Assorted Colors

NEW 4" Vulcan Assorted Go Getters 4 Assorted Colors

5" Assortments

   5" Dun Pai "Prestige A1" Asst - 9 Effects, 18 total w/ Tails

5" Dun Pai "Matching" Asst B2 - 9 Matching Effects, 1/2 w/ Tails

Lidu LOW STOCK LEVEL

4" Lidu Factory Assortment 18 effects w Tails 

Vulcan Premium Fireworks

Lidu

5" Lidu Waterfall Horsetail Assortment 6 varieties

5" Freedom 2500-2 Assortment with some tails

5" Freedom Fancy Custom Assortment some tails, some rising effects

Dominator Fireworks

NEW 8" Dun Pai "Matching" Asst B2 - 6 Matching Effects, 1/2 w/ Tails

Freedom Fireworks

4" Lidu Waterfall / Horsetail Assortment 6 effects - 6 each kind

Dominator Fireworks

Vulcan Premium Fireworks

Dominator Fireworks

Freedom Fireworks

6" Lidu B Assortmenet  9/1 w Tails

5" Freedom Deluxe C Assortment with tails

NEW 5" Freedom Americas Pattern Asst, RWB USA and STAR patterns

6" Lidu Waterfall Horsetail Assortment 3 varieties

Vulcan Premium Fireworks

NEW 6" Vulcan Sweeper (Ghost) Shell Assortment 3 Assorted Colors

NEW 6" Vulcan Premium Assortment

6" Freedom A Assortment some tails

6" Freedom B Assortment some tails

6" Freedom C Assortment some tails

6" Freedom Jinshan Premium Assortment with Rising Effects

Lidu

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMgMnXLLcMM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Msdq2gEyFHQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBvbhzSpbZo&feature=youtu.be


4/1 $139.00

4/1 $159.00

4/1 $159.00

4/1 $179.00

2/36 $175.00 $3.00

72/1 $189.00 $3.00

36/1 $189.00 $7.00

36/1 $175.00 $7.00

18/1 $165.00 $12.00

18/1 $165.00 $12.00

18/1 $165.00 $12.00

18/1 $165.00 $12.00

18/1 $165.00 $12.00

9/1 $119.00 $19.00

9/1 $119.00 $19.00

9/1 $129.00 $19.00

9/1 $119.00 $19.00

9/1 $119.00 $19.00

9/1 $119.00 $19.00

9/1 $139.00 $21.00

9/1 $139.00 $21.00

9/1 $129.00 $19.00

2/1 $159.00 $99.00

2/1 $159.00 $99.00

2/1 $159.00 $99.00

36/1 $169.00 $7.00

36/1 $169.00 $7.00

36/1 $169.00 $7.00

36/1 $169.00 $7.00

36/1 $169.00 $7.00

36/1 $169.00 $7.00

36/1 $169.00 $7.00

36/1 $169.00 $7.00

36/1 $169.00 $7.00

36/1 $169.00 $7.00

4" White Strobe Waterfall Shell

NEW 3" Heart and Smiley Face 36 of each shell

4" Red Strobe Waterfall Shell

5" Red Strobe Willow Crossette

5" Red Strobe Blue Sky Girl

5" Variegated to Willow to Variegated

NEW 5" Lemon Saturn Gold Strobe Ring to Magic Peony

6" Colorful Falling Leaves w 5 times Thunder

Single effect shell cases - Case OR piece sales on any of these items
Freedom

NEW 3" Brocade Crown with Red Pistil

6" Colorful Windbells

6" Blue Windbells

6" Blue Light w Parachute

NEW 8" Vulcan Premium Assortment

5" Gold Silk Chrys w Red Strobe Pistil

8" Freedom Jinshan Premium Assortment w Rising Effects

Vulcan Premium Fireworks

NEW 8" Vulcan Standard Assortment

8" Freedom A-D Assortment w Glittering Tails

6" Yellow Light w Parachute

6" White Light w Parachute

6" Red Chinese Imperial Lantern

6" Hundred Dragons Dance

6" Smiley Face w Crackling Crossette Outer Ring

10" Flower Crown w 1000's Variegated Strobe Waterfall

10" Red to Blue to Flash Peony w Brocade Crown Pistil

10" Gold Ti Willow w Aqua Pistil and Orange Inner Pistola

Dominator
NEW 4" Brocade Crown To Red Strobe W/ Red Strobe Pistil w/ Tail

NEW 4" Silver Time Rain Crossette w/ Tail

NEW 4" Red Dark Red  w/ Tail

NEW 4" Special White Strobe

NEW 4" Special Red Strobe

NEW 4" Special Color Strobe

NEW 4" Special Lemon Strobe

NEW 4" Special Green Strobe 

4" Willow to Dark to Variegated

4" Large Gold Willow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrM557x2oyA


24/1 $159.00 $9.00

24/1 $159.00 $9.00

24/1 $159.00 $9.00

24/1 $159.00 $9.00

18/1 $165.00 $12.00

18/1 $165.00 $12.00

18/1 $165.00 $12.00

9/1 $129.00 $19.00

9/1 $129.00 $19.00

9/1 $129.00 $19.00

60/1 $199.00 $5.00

72/1 $199.00 $4.00

36/1 $189.00 $8.00

9/1 $119.00 $19.00

9/1 $119.00 $19.00

9/1 $119.00 $19.00

9/1 $129.00 $19.00

9/1 $129.00 $19.00

2/1 $159.00 $99.00

2/1 $159.00 $99.00

2/1 $159.00 $99.00

2/1 $159.00 $99.00

2/1 $159.00 $99.00

2/1 $159.00 $99.00

36/1 $265.00 $11.00

36/1 $275.00 $12.00

36/1 $275.00 $12.00

36/1 $275.00 $12.00

36/1 $275.00 $12.00

18/1 $245.00 $18.00

18/1 $245.00 $18.00

18/1 $245.00 $18.00

18/1 $239.00 $18.00

18/1 $249.00 $18.00

9/1 $209.00 $30.00

9/1 $209.00 $30.00

9/1 $209.00 $30.00

NEW 4" Whistles W/ Pistil Cylinder Shell

NEW 4" Silver Dragon w/ Red Crossettes Cylinder Shell

NEW 4" Silver Dragon w Red and Blue Strobe Core Cylinder Shell

NEW 4" Silver Dragon w/Blue Ring Cylinder Shell

NEW 5" Brocade Crown To Red Strobe W/ Red Strobe Pistil w/ Tail

NEW 5" Silver Wave To Red To Blue W/Three-Time Tit.Salute w/ Tail

NEW 5" Gold Orido Nishiki W/ Big Blue Pistol

NEW 6" Super Brocade  w/ Tail

NEW 6" Red dark red   w/ Tail

NEW 6" Rainbow

3" Cylinder, Red White and Blue w VERY HEAVY Salute

 NEW 3" New Color Peony

NEW 4" New Color Peony

6" Red Cube Shape Shell

6" Golden Rain

6" Dollar Sign Pattern

6" Red Dark Red

6" Purple Dark Green

Lidu

NEW 10" Yellow to Purple to Silver to Green Peony

NEW 10" Red to White to Blue to Silver Peony

NEW 10" Blue to Many Small Color Flowers

NEW 10" Red to White to Blue to Silver Peony w Silver Pistil

NEW 10" Willow to Color

NEW 10" Red to Silver w Red Brocade Pistil w RWB 3 Times Flower

4" Pixie Dust Willow

NEW 4" Pixie Dust Willow w Purple Pistil

Vulcan

NEW 4" Pixie Dust Willow w Blue Pistil

4" Pixie Dust Willow w Red Pistil

4" Pixie Dust Willow w Stained Glass and Crakling Pistil

5" Pixie Dust Willow

NEW 5" Pixie Dust Willow w Aqua Pistil

NEW 5" Pixie Dust Willow to Crakling Rain

5" Stained Glass

NEW 5" Photo Flash

6" Pixie Dust Willow

NEW 6" Timed Double Layer Salute Ring

NEW 6" Clockwork Timed Reports, Maltese type effect

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5f1IExW5XIU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wdolm4Kq00Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KN5KNBr9Ukc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrM557x2oyA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZ6zghG9sKY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIFMDL414Us&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KspVvAAiMbg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZ6zghG9sKY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reIgKu5ea6Y&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZ6zghG9sKY&feature=youtu.be


36/1 $249.00 $9.00

24/1 $259.00 $15.00

24/1 $259.00 $15.00

9/1 $249.00 $32.00

2/1 $350.00 $175.00

2/1 $350.00 $175.00

2/1 $350.00 $175.00

2/1 $350.00 $175.00

2/1 $350.00 $175.00

150/1 $109.00

150/1 $85.00

12/12 $119.00

96/1 $129.00 $2.00

96/1 $159.00 $2.50

72/1 $179.00 $3.00

72/1 $179.00 $3.00

60/1 $199.00 $5.00

36/1 $179.00 $7.00

18/1 $179.00 $12.00

8/12 $89.00

12/10 $189.00 $25.00

10/12 $199.00 $32.00

6/10 $159.00 $39.00

6/10 $179.00 $45.00

6/6 $169.00 $39.00

8/12 $89.00

12/10 $189.00 $25.00

12/10 $189.00 $25.00

10/12 $189.00 $25.00

6/10 $169.00 $39.00

6/10 $169.00 $39.00

6/10 $169.00 $39.00

6/10 $179.00 $39.00

6/6 $179.00 $45.00

6/6 $179.00 $45.00

10" Glittering Silver to Twinkling Chrys w Rising Falling Leaves

5" Yung Feng Red Sunflower 

5" Yung Feng Falling Leaves shells - 1 color per case, 24 shells per case, Blue, Red, Purple, Yellow, 

Shell Chains - Timed and Finale - All salute chains are finale unless noted

2.5" Dominator Super Crackle w Silver Tail 3-5 sec

1.75" Lidu Salutes w cardboard tube FULL CASE ONLY

2.5" Freedom Super Crakle w Silver Tail

2.5" Lidu Salute w Silver Tail

3" Freedom Super Crackle w Silver Tail

Yung Feng - VERY LOW INVENTORY

6" Yung Feng Variegated Meteor

3" Dominator Super Crackle w Silver Tail

NEW 3" Lidu Cylinder Salute -  VERY HEAVY REPORT

4" Freedom Super Crackle

4" Yung Feng Blue Cycas Bloom

10" Gold Wave to Variegated to Twinkling Chrysw Rising Falling Leaves

10" Green Strobing Nishiki Kamuro w Green Flashing Pistil

10" Kamuro Chrs Niagara Falls

10" Red Gamboge to Blue to Crackling w Red to Crakling Pistil w Rising Revolving Dragons

Individual Salute shells
1.75" Freedom Super Crakle prior to 2014 FULL CASE ONLY

1.75" Freedom Super Crackle 2014 FULL CASE ONLY

5" Freedom Super Crackle

2.5" Lidu Salute w Silver Tail

3" Dominator RWB Finale w Tails 3-5 sec

3" Freedom Variegated Peony Finale no Tails

3" Lidu RWB Finale no Tails

4" Dominator Willow and Color Finale no Tails 3-5 sec

4" Lidu RWB Finale w Pistil no Tails

2.5" Dominator RWB Finale w Tails  3-5 sec

2.5" Freedom Solid Color Finale no Tails

3" Dominator Assorted Color Finale w Tails 3-5 sec

2.5" Dominator Assorted Color Finale w Tails 3-5 sec

2" Lidu RWB Finale Chain - Full case only LOW STOCK

4" Freedom Super Crackle Chain w Silver Tail

3" Lidu Salute Chain w Silver Tail

3" Freedom Super Crackle w Silver Tail

2" Wizard Super Crackle w NO Tail - Full case only LOW STOCK



6/10 $189.00

6/6 $199.00

6/5 $189.00

40/1 $79.00 $3.00

40/1 $89.00 $3.00

72/1 $165.00 $3.00

72/1 $165.00 $3.00

72/1 $169.00 $3.00

72/1 $169.00 $3.00

72/1 $165.00 $3.00

6/12 $165.00 $3.00

72/1 $275.00 $6.00

50/1 $249.00 $6.00

36/1 $159.00 $6.00

36/1 $159.00 $6.00

36/1 $185.00 $7.00

30/1 $149.00 $6.00

30/1 $149.00 $6.00

18/1 $159.00 $13.00

30/1 $275.00 $12.00

30/1 $279.00 $12.00

50/6 $125.00

50/20 $125.00

4/1 $119.00

4/1 $119.00

200/1 $199.00 $1.00

200/1 $199.00 $1.00

200/1 $199.00 $1.00

1/1 $31.00

10/1 $89.00 $11.00

10/1 $79.00 $10.00

10/1 $69.00 $9.00

50/10 $129.00 $3.00

50/10 $129.00 $3.00

100/10 $149.00 $2.00

50/10 $129.00 $3.00

NEW 4" Freedom Thundering Color Mine, 4 colors to many reports, Red and Blue, Purple, Green, 

4" Sunsong Thundering Mines, 3 Varieties to a single heavy report, Red, White, Blue, 10 each kind

NEW 4" Vulcan Three Layer Mine Silver Crackling to Red and White to Blue Stars. The best mine on Earth. Very 

heavy lift, bury the mortar to shoot
NEW 4" Vulcan Special Multi Color Go Getter

3" Lidu Timed Assorted, 3 sec per shell - Full Case Only

4" Lidu Timed Assorted, 4 sec per shell - Full Case Only

5" Lidu Timed Assorted, 5 sec per shell - Full Case Only

4" Freedom Colorful Crossette Mine

4" Freedom Red Crossette and Crackling Mine

4" Sunsong Cylinder Mines - 1 effect per case available in Red, White, Blue, Purple, Brocade, Green 

Freedom Triangle Cracker Full Case Only

Freedom 2 Stage UFO Daytime Use  - Color Smoke Full Case Only

1.75" Freedom PRELOADED Silver Comet w Red Mine

3" Freedom Red Comet

3" Freedom Silver Strobe Comet

3" Freedom Gold Charcoal Crossette Comet

3" Freedom Silver Glitter Crossette Comet

3" Freedom Blue Comet

3" Dominator Assorted Mines Full Case Only

3" Vulcan Crackling Comet, EXTREME LOUD CRACKLING

Timed Chain Buckets 5 seconds per bucket - 10 per chain

Finale Chain Buckets NO TIMERS - 10 per chain

Finale Chain Buckets 7 sec per whole chain - 10 per chain

Comets and Mines

2" Freedom PRELOADED Red Crackling Crossette Mine

Miscellaneous items

Vulcan Sky Rockets

Freedom 2 Stage UFO Night Use - Salute Head Full Case Only

Freedom Red Field Strobe Pot - 60 sec

Freedom White Field Strobe Pot - 60 sec

Wizard Green Field Strobe Pot - 60 sec

4 FA 5lb Bag Black Powder

Freedom 13s Single Slice Fan Rainbow Comets

Freedom 10s Single Slice Fan Brocade Mines

Freedom 7s Single Slice Fan Green Glittering Willow

Timed Chain Buckets 3 seconds per bucket - 10 per chain

3" Yung Feng Red Strobing Tiger Tail

4" Yung Feng Strobing Mines available in White, Red, Yellow or Green

Freedom Super Fountain Cracker VERY LOUD Full Case Only

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0XkI-ti0dw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0XkI-ti0dw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IAiaL-EA74k&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1emikINMP4&feature=youtu.be


8/6 $299.00 $50.00

8/6 $299.00 $50.00

9/1 $129.00 $18.00

9/1 $129.00 $18.00

9/1 $129.00 $18.00

12/1 $119.00 $12.00

12/1 $119.00 $12.00

25/1 $79.00 $5.00

25/1 $79.00 $5.00

20/50 $379.00 $30.00

25/40 $399.00 $25.00

25/20 $325.00 $20.00

There will be music, food and drinks, comic relief, and many, many, many fireworks so save the date.

Casabella Pyrotechnics/Little China Fireworks demo is on May 2, 2015 at 

the pick up address above.

Be sure to email Harrison as soon as possible to set up your appointment for 

purchase
harrison@casapyro.com or call 812-972-7180

Contact us:

www.casapyro.com    Jerry@casapyro.com    Harrison@casapyro..com   812-972-7180   859-242-2426   

Billing address: 6377 Hwy 62 NE, Lanesville IN, 47136

2m ematch 20/50

3m ematch 25/40

2.5" 8 shot Brocade w Red

1.5" 8 shot Crackling Tail

1.2" 8 shot Silver Wave

Ematch

2" 8 shot Red Crackling Mine

2" 8 shot Color Tail Thunder

Pickup address: 6345 Dixie Rd SW, Mauckport IN, 47142

All items listed above are for BATFE licensed shooters only or qualified government organizations

Shipping through Casabella Pyrotechnics is available on these 1.3g items.

Shipping is figured individually. Group shipping regionally is available.

Thank you for your business

6m ematch 25/20

2.5" 8 shot Silver Butterflies

 NEW Millenium Rocket

NEW Shockwave Rocket

2.5" 8 shot Silver Whistling 

Cosmos Roman Candle -  Full Case Only - Low stock levels

mailto:harrison@casapyro.com%20or%20call%20812-972-7180


NEW 50s 2" Gold Chry W/ Silver Tail 1/1 $79.00

NEW 50s 2" Asst Color Peony W/Tail 1/1 $79.00

NEW 50s 2" Dragon Egg Shell 1/1 $79.00

NEW 25s 2.5" Brocade 1/1 $79.00

NEW 56s Z Red Strobe, Green Strobe 2/1 $80.00

NEW 364s Fast Z Lemon & Purple Crossette 1/1 $119.00

NEW 49s Fan Red Tail to Red And Gold 2/1 $72.00
NEW 100s Blue Mines to Blue Peony 1/1 $70.00

100s Vertical Machine Gun Peony And Crackle 1/1 $57.00

NEW 100s Z-Gold Willow Mine + Blue To Golden Willow 1/1 $69.00

NEW 100s Vertical White Strobe Waterfall Mine 1/1 $58.00

2.5" Versa Asst B1 24/4 $149.00

4" Perfect Asst B3 w Tails 18/2 $165.00

NEW 5" Pattern Assortment 9/2 $165.00

 NEW 5" Versa Asst B1 9/2 $149.00

NEW 5" Perfect Asst B3 w Tails 9/2 $149.00

NEW 8" Perfect Asst B3 w Tails 6/1 $189.00

NEW 3" 3 Gold Willow To Red, 3 Gold Willow To Blue, 4 Color Peony 6/10 $161.00

NEW 3" Lemon Peony - Single color chain 6/10 $161.00

NEW 3" Magenta Peony - Single color chain 6/10 $161.00

NEW 3" Purple Peony -Single color chain 6/10 $161.00

NEW 3" Orange Peony - Single color chain 6/10 $161.00

NEW 3" Red To Green To Blue Peony 72/1 $169.00

2015 Dominator LATE order items
Expected arrival date May 15, 2015

Current BATFE Federal Explosives Permit or qualified government letterhead is required for 

purchase

We accept Visa/Mastercard/Discover with a 2% processing fee. Checks accepted on a case by case 

basis.

Multi Shot Display Cakes

Shell Assortments - Full case only

Shell Chains - All chains are fired all at once

Single Effect Full Cases



NEW 3" Half Red Half Blue w/ Silver Pistil 72/1 $169.00

NEW 3" White Strobe Willow 72/1 $169.00

NEW 3" Red Gamboge To Blue To Red To White Strobe W/Blue Small Flower 72/1 $169.00

NEW 3" Green Strobe Willow 72/1 $169.00

NEW 3" Color Diadem 72/1 $169.00

3" Nishiki Kamuro Niagara Falls 72/1 $185.00

4" Super Brocade  w/ Tail 36/1 $169.00
NEW 4" Red Tipped Horsetails 36/1 $169.00

NEW 4" Special Orange Strobe 36/1 $169.00

NEW 5" Super Brocade  w/ Tail 18/1 $159.00

NEW 5" Color Diadem 18/1 $139.00

NEW 3" Brocade Crown Mines 72/1 $162.00

NEW 3" Red/White/Blue Mines 72/1 $162.00

CLOSE OUT AND LIMITED QUANTIY ITEMS

Description Stock Stock Price Price Order
Units Cases Units Cases Amount

25DOMGoldWillow-e - 2.5" Large Gold Willow w/ Tail 42 4 $2.00 $139.00

CHA3LID7SECA-E - 3"FINALE CHAIN FACTORY ASSORTMENT A 7 SECOND
0 6 $39.00 $179.00

4FREDelAstB-e - 4" Freedom Deluxe Assortment B 0 5 $189.00

4FREDelAstC-e - 4" Freedom Deluxe Assortment C 0 3 $189.00

4LIDSilvCrackCross-e - 4in Lidu Silver Crackling Crossette Display Shells
8 0 $6.26 $173.00

4LIDWillRed-e - 4in WILLOW W/RED LEAVES Lidu.. 0 1 $6.00 $159.00

4SUNBluDahl-e - 4in Sunsong Blue Dahlia 31 2 $5.50 $149.00

4SUNBluPeon-e - 4in Sunsong Blue Peony Display Shell 12 0 $5.50 $149.00

4SUNGrnDahl-e - 4in Sunsong Green Dahlia 0 4 $5.50 $149.00

4SUNRedDahl-e - 4in Sunsong Red Dahlia 0 3 $5.50 $149.00

Inventory listed is our beginning of the season total. Items can sell out quickly, order early
Current BATFE Federal Explosives Permit or qualified government letterhead is required for purchase

We accept Visa/Mastercard/Discover with a 2% processing fee. Checks accepted on a case by case basis.

Shells

Prepayment and hold is available - call Harrison or Jerry

Each manufacturer appears in the part number at the beginning of the description

DOM = Dominator, LID = Lidu, FRE = Freedom, SUN = Sunsong, WIZ = Wizard, YUN = Yung Feng

STA = Standard, COS = Cosmos, 

Mines



4SUNRedPeon-e - 4in Sunsong Red Peony Display Shells 0 4 $5.50 $149.00

4SUNSilvDahl-e - 4in Sunsong Silver Dahlia 0 2 $5.50 $149.00

4SUNWhtPeo-e - 4in Sunsong White Peony Display Shell 0 1 $5.50 $149.00

5DOMGrnStr-e - 5in Green Strobe Shells 16 0 $15.00 $189.00

5DOMGrnWindBell-e - 5in Dominator Wind Bells Green 24/1 16 1 $15.00 $199.00

5DOMOranStrb-e - 5in Orange Strobe Shell 0 1 $15.00 $189.00

5LIDHeartPatt-e - 5in Lidu Heart Pattern 9 Red, 9 Blue 9/2 0 1 $12.00 $165.00

5LIDSPIRALRING-E - 5" Spiral Ring Shell 0 2 $12.00 $165.00

6DOMAsstATF-e - 6in Dominator Prestige Assortment 0 3 $139.00

6DOMPrestigeA1-e - 6" Dun Pai "Prestige A1" Asst - 8 Effects w/ Tails
0 1 $129.00

6LIDAsstA-e - 6in Assorted A wTails Shells Lidu 0 3 $139.00

6LIDASSTD-E - 6" Lidu D Assortment 0 2 $139.00

6LIDBrocCrwn-e - 6in Brocade Crown 10 1 $19.00 $135.00

6LIDCube-e - 6in Cube Shell Lidu 0 7 $19.00 $135.00

6LIDGoldRain-e - 6in Golden Rain w/Tail Lidu.. 3 3 $12.00 $109.00

6LIDHorsetail-e - 6in Horse Tail Shell Lidu 6 0 $10.00

6LIDPatt$-e - 6in Lidu Dollar Sign $ Pattern Shell 3 3 $12.00 $109.00

6LIDPattA-e - 6in Lidu A (Blue)) Pattern Display Shell 4 0 $10.00

6LIDPattU-e - 6in Lidu U (Red) Pattern Display Shell 2 0 $10.00

6LIDPurpleDark-e - 6" PURPLE DARK GREEN PEONY 9 1 $19.00 $139.00

6LIDRedDark-e - 6in Red Dark Red Peony Shell Lidu 8 2 $19.00 $135.00

6LIDSilvRain-e - 6in Silver Rain w/Tail Lidu.. 6 0 $19.00

6LIDSmiley-e - 6in Smiley Face Shell Lidu 0 1 $19.00 $119.00

6LIDWillow-e - 6in Golden Willow w/Tail Lidu.. 6 0 $10.00

6STAGrnDahl-e - 6in DISPLAY SHELLS Standard Green Dahlia 6 0 $10.00

6STAWillReport-e - 6in DISPLAY SHELLS Standard Weeping Willow 

W/Reports W/Tails 7 0 $10.00

6SUN2Para-e - 6in Susnong 2 Parachutes W/Water Fall W/tails 8 1 $15.00 $125.00

6SUNAsstB-e - 6in Sunsong B Assorted Display Shells w/tail 0 3 $129.00

6SUNGldRnCross-e - 6in Sunsong Gold Rain Crossette w/tails 0 1 $139.00

6SUNRedHeart-e - 6in Sunsong Double Red Heart 0 3 $135.00

6SUNWillow-e - 6in Sunsong Diadem Chrys.-Gold Willow 0 3 $139.00

6WIZAsstC-e - 6in Wizard Assorted C Display Shells w & wo/tails 0 1 $139.00

6WIZFanAsst-e - 6in Wizard Fancy Assortment 9/1 0 5 $139.00

6WIZJinshan-e - 6in Wizard / Jinshan Assorted w/Tails 9/1 0 4 $139.00

8FREAsstC-e - 8in Freedom Fancy Assortment C 0 1 $129.00



Description Stock Stock Price Price Order
Units Cases Units Cases Amount

DAN100sBroMine-e - 100s Fan Shaped Brocade Mine Dancing 0 2 $50.00

FRE36sSalu30sec-e - Freedom 2.5" 30 second Salutes 36 shots 0 1 $95.00

FRE665sRedWill-e - 665S RED STROBE WILLOW 0 2 $129.00

FRE90sRGYWhtStr-e - 90s W shaped R, G, or Y+White Strobe Peony 0 4 $65.00

LID150s3Times-e - Lidu 15 x 10s 3 Times At Once 5 Times Quick Brocade 

Crown Crossettes 0 4 $75.00

MSC25sTK-e - 25S Crackling Tail to Color Bombette 5 0 $10.00

SUN100sAsstFan-e - 100s Sunsong Fanned Asst. Cake.. 0 3 $60.00

SUN100sBroColPeon-e - 100shot Sunsong Fanned Cake Brocade Crown & 

Color Peony 0 1 $60.00

SUN100sBroCrwBlue-e - 100s Sunsong Brocade Crown to Blue Stars- 

Brocade Crown to Red Strobe 0 3 $60.00

SUN100sTangerine-e - Sunsong 100s W Shape Tangerine Dark Blue Lemon 

Yellow 0 1 $60.00

SUN150sDoubZ-e - 150s Sunsong Double Z Mulit Color Palms & Strobes
0 1 $80.00

SUN195sHeaven-e - 195s Sunsong Heavenly Blue/Gold Surprise.. 0 3 $60.00

SUN198sRWBSalute-e - 198s Sunsong Red White Blue Salute (z).. 0 3 $80.00

SUN198sThundGold-e - 198s Sunsong Thundering Golden Flowers (z)..
0 8 $80.00

SUN200sRGBYP-e - 200s Red Green Blue Yellow Purple Crackling Comets
0 4 $60.00

SUN300sWhistRep-e - 300s Sunsong Wistling w/Report (Z shaped)..
0 1 $70.00

SUN49sSuper-e - 49s Sunsong Super Asst #2 2/1 0 1 $60.00

WIZ100sBluWhtWill-e - Wizard 100s Fanned Blue Tail to White Strobe 

Willow 0 2 $70.00

WIZ130sPalPist-e - 130s Wizard Fanned Palm Pistil W/Silver Glitter Chrys 

W/Silver Strobe Mine 0 5 $80.00

WIZ182sCoconut-e - Wizard 182s Silver Coconut to Color Strobe 0 5 $60.00

WIZ200sBrocade-e - 200s "W" 202 Brocade Tail to Brocade Break 0 14 $55.00

WIZ200sBroComet-e - 200s "W" 203 Brocade Comet 0 7 $55.00

WIZ200sRWBSal-e - 200s "W" 201 Red White Blue Tails to Report 0 1 $55.00

WIZ245sBlueGold-e - 245s Wiazrd W Shape Blue Center W/Gold Right & 

Left 0 2 $75.00

WIZ25sNitriy-e - Wizard 25s Nitriy Brocade Crown 0 2 $70.00

Multi Shot Cakes



WIZ25sRWBSal-e - 25s R-W-B to Salute 0 1 $73.00

WIZ300sSilvDrag-e - 300s Wizard Silver Whistles 0 6 $80.00

WIZ36sRingStr-e - 2.5" 36's Ring with Strobe Pistil 0 1 $95.00

WIZ36sSunflower-e - Wizard 25s Sunflower 0 1 $65.00

WIZ36sWhtFlash-e - Wizard 36s White Flashing 0 1 $85.00

WIZ408sGrass-e - 408s Wizard Z shape Grass Green Comet Tails 0 2 $100.00

WIZ64s448sal-e - 64s Wizard 2in Multi Color Tails up to Multiple Salutes
0 4 $110.00

WIZ665sGrnStr-e - 665s Wizard Fan Green Strobe Willow 0 4 $110.00

WIZ665sRedStr-e - 665s Wizard Fan Red Strobe Willow 0 4 $110.00

WIZ665sSilvBarr-e - 665s Wizard Fanned Silver Barrier 0 2 $110.00

WIZ88s3Layer-e - 88's Fanned Silver Strobe + Lemon + Blue Mine (3 Layer)
0 1 $50.00

WIZ88sSilvBroc-e - 88s Wizard Z Shape Silver Brocade w/Blue & White 

Strobe w/Purple Tail 0 3 $50.00

WIZ98sAsstFan - 98s Fan - 7 tubes per row 14 times - Row Colors; Red Blue 

Green Yellow Purple Silver Crackling Mines w/Tails to Ti Salutes
0 5 $50.00

Description Stock Stock Price Price Order
Units Cases Units Cases Amount

COS15Brocade-e - 1-5 Cosmos 8s Roman Candle Brocade w/Red Tail Each
1 0 $5.00 $79.00

COS15Chrys-e - 1-5 Cosmos 8s Roman Candle Chrysanthemum Crackling 

Tail Each 0 1 $5.00 $79.00

COS15Crackling-e - 1-5 Cosmos 8s Roman Candle Crackling Comet Tail Each
0 1 $5.00 $79.00

COS25BroRed-e - 2-5 Cosmos 8s Roman Candle Brocade w/Red Tail Each
0 2 $18.00 $129.00

COS25SilvButt-e - 2-5 Cosmos 8s Roman Candle Silver Butterflies Each
0 2 $18.00 $129.00

COS25SilvWhist-e - 2-5 Cosmos 8s Roman Candle Silver Whistles Each
1 3 $18.00 $129.00

COS2ColorThund-e - 2 Cosmos 8s Roman Candle Color Tail Thunder Each
0 1 $10.00 $99.00

COS2RedCrackMine-e - 2 Cosmos 8s Roman Candle Red Crackling Mine - 

Each 0 1 $12.00 $99.00

COS2RedCrackMine-e - 2 Cosmos 8s Roman Candle Red Crackling Mine - 

Each 0 1 $12.00 $99.00

Cosmos Candles



COS12SILVWAVE-E - 1.2" Silver Wave Candle 8s 6 1 $3.00 $69.00

COS15LEMONTAIL-E - 1.5" Lemon Tail 8s Candle 7 0 $5.00 $79.00

Description Stock Stock Price Price Order
Units Cases Units Cases Amount

FREGoldStageFoun-e - Freedom 5M Gold Stage Fountain with Blue Pistil
43 1 $5.00 $169.00

FRERedCrossSS-e - 2" Single Shot Red Crossette with Crackling Mine
0 7 $3.50 $85.00

FRESilvCometSS-e - 1.75" Single Shot Silver tail with Red Mine 23 2 $3.00 $79.00

FRESilvStageFount-e - Freedom 5M Silver Stage Fountain with Blue Pistil
0 2 $5.00 $169.00

FRESSTK-e - Freedom Single Shot Thunder King 0 20 $60.00

LIDSSTK-e - Lidu Single Shot Thunder King 72/6 0 1 $60.00

SUNGirondolaBro-e - Sunsong GD5 Girondolas 2 Risings with Brocade
0 1 $49.00 $60.00

SUNGirondolaRWB-e - Sunsong GD3 Girondolas 2 Risings with Red White 

Blue Stars 2/1 0 1 $49.00 $60.00

SUNMatchCrack-e - #12 Match Crackers 50/4 (4 pack) 45 12 $2.00 $50.00

WIZSSTK-e - Single Shot Thunder Kings Wizard pack of 6 packed 72/6
0 1 $60.00

MIN6SUN-E - 6in Sunsong Cylinder Mine Brocade - Blue 0 2 $100.00

Miscelaneous items


